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At over two trillion dollars, health care is the largest single industry in the United States’
economy. The US spends more money per capita on health care than any other nation in the
world, but does not have the best health care system by several metrics [1, 2]. The US has
a population of about 46 million uninsured people. Infant mortality is among the highest
in the developed world. Despite the largest per capita expenditures, average life span is
in the middle of the industrial world’s rankings. Health care expenditures are expected to
increase over the next several decades as the baby-boomers retire [3]. In order to maintain
or improve upon the current quality of health care in the US in the coming years, efficiency
must be increased.
A key component of increasing the efficiency of the overall health care system is im-
proving the delivery of health care services. Hospitals are the primary source of health
services in the developed world and, as seen in Figure 1.1, comprise almost one third of US
1
Figure 1.1: A pie chart with the distribution of US health expenditures in 2002 [4].
health expenditures. In this dissertation, we look into issues relating to the improvement of
hospital efficiency and problems in the field of efficient emergency response.
1.2 Overview
This dissertation explores the application of mathematical modeling and operations re-
search techniques to improving the efficiency of health care systems. There are two por-
tions to this work. The first (short) portion of the work applies biobjective variants of the
traveling salesman problem (TSP) to routing blood collection vehicles and emergency aid
distribution vehicles. The second (much larger) portion was done in close consultation with
the University of Maryland Medical Center, a large urban hospital, and it seeks to improve
various hospital functions related to the surgical services. In both sections, a variety of




The traveling salesman problem has been used for a variety of applications and is a very
well studied problem. We investigate two biobjective variants of the TSP that have only
recently appeared in the literature.
The first variant is referred to as the traveling salesman problem with a center (TSPwC).
In this problem, there are two parts to the objective function. The first part is the standard
TSP objective which seeks to minimize the Euclidean distance covered by the tour. The
second portion seeks to keep the tour close to the center either by minimizing the sum of
the distances of the midpoint of each edge or the nearest point of each edge to the center
of the graph. The two portions of the objective function are in conflict because minimizing
the distance from the center generally results in tours that have intersecting edges (which
never happens in an optimal Euclidean TSP tour). Our analysis focuses on the effects of the
changes in tour length, average distance from the center, and other factors as the relative
emphasis on the two portions of the objective function varies. Essentially, we look into
the qualitative and quantitative changes in the tour as each portion’s relative importance
changes.
This problem has applications to the collection of blood donations for surgical services.
Hospitals would like to receive blood supply quickly (Euclidean objective) but may need
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an emergency delivery at any time (distance from the center). Thus, a good tour must take
both of these objectives into account to satisfy the overall goal.
The second variant is the target visitation problem (TVP). This problem was originally
formulated to produce tours for unmanned aerial vehicles. Like the TSPwC, this is a biob-
jective variant of the TSP. The first portion is the Euclidean portion and the second is a
priority weighting which is very similar to the linear ordering problem. In the linear or-
dering problem, each pair of nodes, i and j, has two values, one for visiting i before j and
another for visiting i after j. The objective is to maximize the sum of the edge values. The
priority weighting used in the TVP is essentially the same as the linear ordering except the
objective is to minimize the sum. As with the TSPwC, we focused on the balance between
the two portions of the objective function, though in this problem there is no clear conflict
between the two components.
This problem can be applied to the delivery of emergency supplies to regions suffering
after a natural disaster. In particular, we looked into priority weightings consistent with
the destruction caused by earthquakes, tsunami, and hurricanes. We also look at alternative
formulations of the problem that cannot be modeled as TSP variants.
1.2.2 Hospital Efficiency
For the second segment of the dissertation, we worked closely with staff and adminis-
trators at the University of Maryland Medical Center in Baltimore, Maryland. The people
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at the hospital suggested areas that were in need of improvement and we determined ap-
proaches to investigate these problems. The hospital staff made sure the results were feasi-
ble by suggesting additional constraints. There are four parts to this work, each of which
involves a different aspect related to improving the flow of post-operative patients through
the hospital.
In the first problem, we look at how best to allocate post-operative beds between two
cardiac surgery post-operative units. The cardiac surgery service line was not able to meet
their desired throughput because of bed capacity. Using queueing theory and simulation,
we maximized the throughput by changing the mix of beds. The hospital administrators
liked the analysis and the cardiac surgery service line currently uses the mix we suggested.
Our second problem involved predicting post-operative bed capacity. The hospital ad-
ministrators would like to predict capacity so that they can efficiently allocate nurses and
other resources in a timely fashion. Prediction would also benefit the surgeons. Surgeons
do not know how many beds will be available in the future and they must schedule their
cases independent of the future capacity. This can cause serious problems if surgeons per-
form without a post-operative bed available for patients. Initially, we focused on cardiac
surgery.
We first used data mining and techniques from statistics to attempt to predict the length
of stay of individual cardiac surgery patients. The variability was too high to provide a
sufficiently accurate estimate and so a different approach was needed. Using clustering
techniques and probability theory, we made an estimate of the capacity a few days in ad-
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vance. We tested the approach using simulation on historical data and the results were quite
promising. After the simulation, we implemented the prediction approach in the hospital.
These results were much worse than in the simulation and indicated our approach was too
simplistic. In particular, it appeared that surgeons’ decisions concerning discharges are
strongly influenced by the number of scheduled cases and the number of empty beds.
The problems with the prediction led to the third project at the hospital. Using data on
several hundred patients for cardiac surgery and general surgery, we performed a detailed
statistical analysis of the length of stay of patients. We looked at patient variables like
severity of illness or age. We also looked at service line variables such as available oper-
ating room time and daily arrivals. We found that factors exogenous to the patient’s health
state, such as the available operating room hours, had a statistically significant impact on
both the length of stay and volume of discharges. We also discuss possible causes for this
effect related to the incentives of the physicians.
The final project at the hospital focused on developing approaches to improving the
flow of post-operative patients by changing the allocation of operating room time to the
different surgical service lines. First, we clustered the service lines into groups with sim-
ilar post-operative length of stay distributions and case volumes per day in the operating
room. Next, we developed an integer program formulation and other scheduling heuristics
to reduce the number of patients without post-operative beds following their surgery. We
then tested each scheduling approach using a simulation experiment. We found that sig-
nificant improvement in patient flow could be achieved by altering the scheduling approach.
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1.3 Theme
Each of the problems addressed in this dissertation required significant knowledge of
both the underlying subject matter and a variety of mathematical disciplines. In order to
address these real-world issues, we used techniques from numerical analysis, optimization,
and statistics. These projects required detailed simulation models to test the simplified
models used for optimization.
One of the primary lessons to be taken from the work as a whole is the importance
of comparing disparate models and the available data. The prediction work uncovered
a fundamental flaw in the model assumptions because the model results did not work in
practice. This was not a wasted effort because it directed us to a deeper understanding
of the discharge process. Even hospital administrators were surprised by these findings.
Thus, the key lesson to be learned from this work is the importance of using a rigorous
model validation process. In each of the following chapters, we will apply these principles
to different problems related to health care efficiency.
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Chapter 2
Routing Blood Bank Vehicles: An
Application of the Traveling Salesman
Problem with a Center
Hospitals that perform certain types of surgery are required to maintain a certain level of
blood supply on hand. To do this, blood collection vehicles periodically go to donation sites
to make pick ups. If there is an emergency, a blood collection vehicle may need to quickly
return to the hospital. The traveling salesman problem with a center seeks to minimize the
total distance it takes to visit a set of nodes (blood collection cites) while minimizing the
distance (using some metric) from the center (hospital). In this paper, we compare different
distance metrics, center location, and distributions for the traveling salesman problem with
a center determining the qualitative behavior in each case.
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2.1 Introduction
Blood is almost as important to a hospital’s surgical operations as it is to a human
being’s operations. Certain surgical cases, such as a cardiac bypass, require several units of
blood. To maintain appropriate levels, blood collection vehicles visit blood donation sites
to pick up blood throughout the day. If the hospital’s stock of blood falls too low, the blood
collection vehicle may need to make an emergency visit to the hospital to drop off units of
blood. Thus, the driver has two different and competing objectives: the efficiency of the
route and the potential need to return to the hospital quickly at any point in time.
The standard formulation of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) attempts to minimize
the sum of the Euclidean distances of a Hamiltonian cycle over a set of nodes. Essentially,
the goal of the standard TSP is to visit every node while minimizing the total distance
traveled [7]. In this paper, we will explore some of the properties of a TSP variant, the TSP
with a center (TSPwC). In the TSPwC, there is a bi-objective function: the weighted sum of
the tour’s Euclidean distance and the distance from the “center” (using some metric). Thus,
the general form of the problem on a set of nodes I will be Min D = (1−ω) ∑I de +ω ·
∑
I dc,
where de is the Euclidean distance defined in equation (2.1), ω is some number in [0, 1]
serving as an affine weight, and dc is the distance from the center (as defined by some
metric) [6]. We will analyze two different ways of measuring the distance from the center:
the midpoint distance as defined in equation (2.2) and the nearest point distance as defined
in equation (2.3). The aim of the TSPwC is to find the tour that minimizes the bi-objective
function D.
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In this paper, we characterize the behavior of the TSPwC in several different cases.
We provide qualitative results in the third section by comparing the two metrics for the
biobjective function: the midpoint and the nearest point distances. We look at cases with
different shaped distributions of the nodes and various locations for the center. In the
fourth section, we discuss how the weight ω can be used to change the qualitative behavior
of the tour to fit various problems. We provide a concrete example in Section 2.5 of an
application of the TSPwC to blood donation collection. We also extend the formulation to
multiple centers in Section 2.6 and discuss additional uses for this structure in Section 2.7.
2.2 Methodology
Lipowski and Lipowska [5] looked at the TSPwC using the distance from the depot to
the midpoint of the line segment between two nodes as the second portion of the objective
function. We will denote the coordinates of the ith node as (xi, yi). c will refer to the index
of the center with coordinates (xc, yc). de, dm, and dn are the Euclidean (equation (2.1)),




(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2, and (2.1)
dm(i, j, c) =










We compare the results of this midpoint distance to the nearest point distance on several
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Figure 2.1: The nearest point distance between the center, c, and the line segment between
points i and j is dn(i, j, c).
distributions with a variety of centers. The nearest point distance metric measures the
minimum distance of any point on the line segment connecting two nodes from the center.
dn(i, j, c) =











We derived the nearest point distance using the Law of Cosines and some basic trigonom-
etry. Looking at Figure 2.1 and applying the Law of Cosines, we have:
cos(α) =
de(i, c)2 + de(i, j)2 − de( j, c)2
2de(i, c)de(i, j)
(2.4)
From the right angle in Figure 2.1, we know:









Figure 2.2: A comparison of the nearest point and midpoint distances.







Figure 2.4: These are the different shapes used for the distributions. In each of these, x
marks the locations of the different centers used in the tests.
Looking at Figures 2.2 and 2.3, it should be clear that in all situations dn ≤ dm.
In order to explore the behavior of the TSPwC and compare the two distance metrics,
100 points were randomly distributed and a center was specified. It is important to note that
the term ”center” does not necessarily mean the geometric center. Instead, we use ”center”
to refer to the point (xc, yc) from the equations above. It should be thought of as a home
base. As seen in Figure 2.4, the points were distributed in regions of different shapes with
different centers. We tested points distributed in the unit square with centers located at
(.5, .5) or (0, 0), the unit circle with centers (0, 0) or (0, 1), and an ellipse (with a semiminor
axis of length one and a semimajor axis of length two) with centers at (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1),
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or (0, 2). For each shaped region, ten distributions of 100 points were generated. On each
set of points, the compound objective function was tested using both the midpoint distance
and the nearest point distance and values of ω ranging from zero to one. LKH-1.3, the
Lin-Kernighan solver by Keld Helsgaun, was used to find a near optimal solution to the
problem [8]. The results of these tests are discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.3 Distance Results
In some sense, minimizing the Euclidean distance is antithetical to minimizing the dis-
tance from the center. Both center distance metrics essentially drive the solution to oscil-
late across the center (edges that cross the center have much lower values for dm and dn
than those that do not come near the center), while an optimal Euclidean tour never crosses
itself. Thus, there is a push and pull at play with the weight, ω, serving to determine the
qualitative behavior of the tour. The graphs of the tours resulting from each of the distance
metrics with respect to the weight ω (Figures 2.5 and 2.6) indicate a phase shift or inflec-
tion point around ω = 23 . The change in the qualitative nature of the tours produced as ω
varies can be seen in Figures 2.7 through 2.13. Further examination of the inflection point is
discussed in the next section. Some of the characteristics of the inflection point for the mid-
point distance TSPwC were discussed in the Lipowski paper [5]. Though it is important to
note that their work only looked at the midpoint distance with points randomly distributed
uniformly on the unit square with the center located at the geometric center (.5, .5).
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Figure 2.5: The value of the nearest point
distance as ω varies. It is important to
note the apparent inflection point around
ω = 23 .








Figure 2.6: The value of the Euclidean
distance as ω varies. Here too, there ap-
pears to be an inflection point around ω =
2
3 .












Figure 2.7: Euclidean tour (ω = 0)
2.4 Inflection Points
A qualitative analysis of the graph of tour length versus ω (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6)
indicates what appears to be an inflection point located near ω = 23 . As shown in Figures
(2.5) and (2.6), the qualitative nature of the tour plots change as ω varies. For values of ω
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Figure 2.8: nearest point; ω = .6












Figure 2.9: midpoint; ω = .6












Figure 2.10: nearest point; ω = 23












Figure 2.11: midpoint; ω = 23
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Figure 2.12: nearest point; ω = .75












Figure 2.13: midpoint; ω = .75
less than two thirds, the paths rarely cross (an optimal Euclidean TSP tour will never have
intersecting edges). As ω grows larger, an increasing number of intersections occur. For
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very high values of ω (i.e., ω ≥ 3/4), the only edges that do not intersect near the center
are those that are nearly collinear with the center.
The inflection point in tour length as a function of ω can be thought of as dividing the
set of solutions into two categories. To the left of the inflection point (roughly the interval
[0,0.66)), minimizing the Euclidean distance portion of the objective function dominates
the aim of minimizing the distance to the center. To the right of the inflection point (approx-
imately the interval (0.66,1]), the objective function is dominated by the goal of minimizing
the center distance. This can be seen in the qualitative similarities among the graphs of the
tours on either side of the inflection point. Knowing the qualitative behavior of the solution
can accelerate the process of finding a solution by suggesting an initial solution to seed
the solver. Thus, knowledge of the location and the nature of the inflection point can be
particularly useful when working with iterative heuristics.
To more accurately determine the location of this inflection point, we estimated the sec-
ond derivative of the function with a Taylor series approximation at two points in equation
(2.6). Here, De(ω) is the total Euclidean distance of the TSPwC tour using weight ω and h
is the step size. For the tests, we used h = .01, ω1 = .65, and ω2 = .67
D′′e (ωi) =
De(ωi − h) − 2De(ωi) + De(ωi + h)
h2
+ O(h2) (2.6)
We estimated the inflection point using the linear interpolation formula in equation
(2.7). We will use ω∗ for the estimated inflection point.
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ω∗ = ω2 − D′′e (ω2)
ω2 − ω1
D′′e (ω2) − D′′e (ω1)
+ O((ω2 − ω1)2) (2.7)
Shape center nearest point average midpoint average
Square (0,0) .6619 .6729
Square (.5,.5) .6617 .6634
Circle (0,0) .6608 .6694
Circle (0,1) .6608 .6780
Ellipse (0,0) .6607 .6549
Ellipse (1,0) .6608 .6403
Ellipse (0,1) .6599 .6584
Ellipse (0,2) .6601 .6495
Table 2.1: The estimated value of ω∗, the inflection point, for the various cases.
Table 2.1 indicates the inflection point is consistently around .66 for the nearest point
distance metric. However, the location of the inflection point was slightly more varied
for the midpoint metric but it was generally near .66. A value greater than .5 should be
expected for the inflection because the mean midpoint and nearest point distances are gen-
erally smaller than the mean Euclidean distance for a collection of points.
2.5 Blood Collection Example
Now we will use the TSPwC framework to route a blood collection vehicle. The driver
begins at the hospital, visits ten donation sites, and then returns to the hospital. In this
example, the hospital will be located at (.5,.5). If there is an emergency demand at the
hospital, the driver would like to be able to deviate from the tour and get to the hospital as
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quickly as possible. In an emergency, the response time is a key factor. We will model this
as a TSPwC using the hospital as the center. The results in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 were
obtained by randomly generating ten points in a unit square and raising ω from 0 to 1. 100
different random sets were tested and the results reported are the mean values.
Table 2.2 shows the total distance traveled and the mean emergency response time for
each objective function with a variety of ω values. Clearly, the maximum response time
is fixed at the distance of the node farthest from the center. If an emergency occurs when
the driver is at point (x∗, y∗) along the edge between i and j, the response time will be
the distance from the center,
√
(x∗ − xc)2 + (y∗ − yc)2. Because any point on the line can
be represented as an affine weight of the end points, we can write the response time as
√
(γxi + (1 − γ)x j − xc)2 + (γyi + (1 − γ)y j − yc)2. Thus, for a tour S , we have a mean re-









(γxs(i) + (1 − γ)xs(i+1) − xc)2 + (γys(i) + (1 − γ)ys(i+1) − yc)2dγ (2.8)
The results found in Table 2.2 indicate that the response time can be reduced by about 25%,
but at the cost of nearly doubling the tour length. The evaluation of the integral in equation
(2.9) can be found in Appendix A.
The data in Table 2.2 do not tell the whole story. When the vehicle is forced to return
to the hospital, trip length increases. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the quartiles for the response
times and the average additional cost of travel for a trip to the center as ω varies. The col-
umn labeled return trip cost is the average additional distance traveled per trip to the center.
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ω tour length (MD) response time (MD) tour length (NPT) response time (NPT)
0.0 3.12 0.35 3.12 0.35
0.1 3.13 0.35 3.13 0.35
0.2 3.14 0.35 3.13 0.35
0.3 3.18 0.35 3.15 0.35
0.4 3.21 0.35 3.18 0.35
0.5 3.34 0.34 3.27 0.35
0.6 3.80 0.32 3.63 0.33
0.7 5.24 0.28 5.05 0.29
0.8 5.52 0.27 5.66 0.27
0.9 5.65 0.27 5.69 0.28
1.0 5.70 0.27 5.74 0.27
Table 2.2: The mean tour length in Euclidean distance and mean response time for different







Figure 2.14: If the driver is notified of an emergency at point ∗, the additional distance
traveled will be de(∗, c) + de( j, c) − de(∗, j).
The return trip cost for a point (x∗, y∗) along the edge (i, j) is the response time distance plus
the distance from the center to the next node in the trip minus the remaining distance along
the edge (i, j) (that is to say, on average, the additional time added to the tour per return
trip will be de(∗, c) + de( j, c) − de(∗, j)). The quartiles of the distribution of response time
provide a better look at the advantage higher values of ω have when seeking to minimize
distance from the center.
If there are two or more emergencies on an average day, the total trip length is less than
50% longer and the response time is generally between 20 − 30% faster using an ω = 1
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ω Tour Length Return Trip Cost 25% RT Mean RT 75% RT
0.0 3.0187 0.5905 0.3273 0.3568 0.3708
0.1 3.0404 0.5867 0.3257 0.3541 0.3694
0.2 3.0828 0.5841 0.3239 0.3537 0.3692
0.3 3.1023 0.5832 0.3226 0.3536 0.3692
0.4 3.1886 0.5781 0.3199 0.3529 0.3688
0.5 3.2510 0.5747 0.3181 0.3526 0.3687
0.6 3.6784 0.5384 0.2941 0.3377 0.3612
0.7 5.1930 0.4178 0.2368 0.2927 0.3387
0.8 5.2841 0.4086 0.2317 0.2887 0.3367
0.9 5.3915 0.4038 0.2302 0.2881 0.3364
1.0 5.6127 0.3884 0.2264 0.2844 0.3346
Table 2.3: Tour length and the average cost in distance per return trip to the center as a
function of omega for the midpoint distance metric. RT is the response time. 25% RT and
75% are the first and third quartiles for the response time, respectively.
instead of ω = 0.When selecting the ”best” value for ω (hence, the best route), a driver will
need to carefully determine the relative value of trip efficiency over the ability to quickly
return. Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 provide an impression of the tradeoffs involved in adjusting
the value of ω. If the mean response time must be below a certain threshold, these tables
provide an indication of the trade-offs needed to achieve this.
2.6 Conclusion
We have presented an analysis and comparison of both the midpoint and nearest point
objective functions for the TSPwC. As seen in the Figures 2.7 - 2.13, for high values of
ω, the nearest point distance function provides a “tighter” tour than the midpoint method.
Intuitively, the nearest point comes to mind when minimizing the distance from the cen-
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ω Tour Length Return Trip Cost 25% RT Mean RT 75% RT
0.0 3.0187 0.5905 0.3273 0.3568 0.3708
0.1 3.0825 0.5847 0.3255 0.3541 0.3694
0.2 3.1173 0.5811 0.3229 0.3523 0.3685
0.3 3.1688 0.5784 0.3221 0.3522 0.3685
0.4 3.1713 0.5777 0.3208 0.3514 0.3681
0.5 3.2061 0.5743 0.3197 0.3499 0.3673
0.6 3.7547 0.5272 0.2929 0.3308 0.3575
0.7 5.0145 0.4248 0.2426 0.2908 0.3378
0.8 5.4846 0.3904 0.2288 0.2800 0.3324
0.9 5.7023 0.3765 0.2262 0.2780 0.3314
1.0 5.7234 0.3760 0.2248 0.2765 0.3306
Table 2.4: Tour length and the average cost in distance per return trip to the center as a
function of omega for the nearest point distance metric. RT is the response time. 25% RT
and 75% are the first and third quartiles for the response time, respectively.
ter is a component of the objective function. The selection of the objective function and
the value of the weight depends on the application desired. Because there is an inflection
point in the Euclidean distance as a function of the weight, the qualitative behavior can
vary dramatically as the weight changes. Some applications might require a tour with a
different qualitative behavior. Understanding the inflection points is key to manipulating
the qualitative behavior and determining the cost involved with these changes. The blood
collection application discussed in Section 2.6 shows the qualitative structure’s impact on
other important factors such as response time.
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Chapter 3
The Target Visitation Problem and
Distribution of Emergency Supplies
3.1 Background
In this chapter, we will discuss the target visitation problem (TVP), a variant of the
traveling salesman problem (TSP) which prioritizes some nodes or targets. The TVP has
applications to the delivery of emergency supplies. When delivering emergency supplies,
not all the destinations are equally urgent. For example, after an earthquake, the area around
the epicenter will be much more damaged and in need of quick delivery of emergency sup-
plies. The periphery of the effected area will be substantially less effected and will not
require emergency supplies immediately. When practical, more urgent locations should be
visited before the less urgent locations. The TVP seeks to balance the need to visit the
emergency sites quickly with the desire for efficiency.
In the next section, we will discuss the formulation of the TVP. The third section con-
tains an investigation into the balance between the two portions of the objective function.
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The fourth section covers some real world type applications to emergency response. An
alternate formulation for routing based on priorities is discussed in the fifth section.
3.2 Formulation
The TVP is a hybrid of the TSP and the linear ordering problem (LO). Grundel and
Jeffcoat [9] first introduced the TVP as an approach to ordering targets for an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV). They used a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP)
to find tours. Arulselvan et al. [10] also investigated the TVP but they used a genetic
algorithm to construct tours.
The TSP seeks to find a tour on a set of nodes that minimizes the total distance traveled
[7]. Assume there are n locations that are in need of emergency supplies. Let (xi, yi) be the
location of the ith emergency delivery point. For our simplified case, the distance traveled
between points i and j will be the Euclidean distance:
de(i, j) = de( j, i) =
√
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2.
This is a symmetric distance metric.
The LO problem seeks to order a set of nodes based on preferences. For any two nodes
i and j, there is a preference weighting pi j for visiting i before j and p ji for visiting j before
i. The LO problem seeks to order the nodes in such a way that the sum of the preferences
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is maximized. There is no requirement that the nodes be well ordered. That is to say,
pi j > p ji and p jk > pk j, do not necessarily imply pik > pki. To reconcile this, the earlier
papers assumed there is a set of experts that can vote to determine if pi j > p ji. Essentially
pi j is the number of experts that believe i is more important than j. The analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) [11] could be used to create an ordering on the system. AHP constructs a
well ordered set with relative weights from a set of pairwise comparisons. Thus, the expert
opinions can be used in AHP to create a set of values ui for each node i. Because we are
looking at emergency supply delivery not UAV routing, we will use a different approach to
order the nodes.
Each delivery point i can be assigned a level of urgency ui. This urgency could be
a measure of the remaining supplies, the number of people relying on the supplies, the
population acuity, etc. The set of weights could also be developed using AHP. Without loss
of generality, we will assume ui is a number in [0, 1], where lower values correspond to
higher priority nodes (this may seem counter-intuitive given the examples above, but it will
become clear later). Instead of a normal concept of distance, we will use a priority metric
between nodes i and j. We would like the priority of any ordering of the nodes to depend on
the relative urgency of the nodes. That is to say, we want the value associated with a tour
to be a function of the order in which the nodes are visited. With this in mind, each pair of
nodes (i, j) will have two edges (one from i to j the other from j to i) each with different
values. Essentially, if i is more urgent than j there should be a penalty for visiting j before
i. This penalty should also be in some way proportional to the relative values of i and j.
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That is to say, the penalty for visiting j before i should be larger if ui  u j than if ui ' u j.
Taking these goals into account, we suggest the following priority metric:
dp(i, j) = 1 − dp( j, i) = uiui + u j .
Clearly this is not symmetric. If the distance traveled was irrelevant, the optimal strategy
would be to visit the nodes in order of priority.
We will use a small example to illustrate the use of this metric. Assume there are four
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,
where the fifth column and row represent the depot. If our only consideration is the priority
distance, the optimal tour would be depot → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → depot, with a cost of




3 + 0 = 1. Any other tour would use an edge below the main diagonal which
would result in a tour with a value greater than one (implying the suggested tour is opti-
mal).
If the location of each delivery point is within the unit square,
∑
i, j dp(i, j) will be
roughly the same order of magnitude of
∑
i, j de(i, j). These two metrics can be put together
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(1 − ω)de(si, si+1) + ωdp(si, si+1)
)
. (3.1)
In this equation, S is a tour over the nodes such that si is the ith node along the tour.
3.3 Inflection Point
Using the same methodology as the work on the traveling salesman problem with a
center (TSPwC), we looked for an inflection points in the target visitation problem. As
in the earlier work, an inflection point, ω∗, of a bi-objective problem can be thought of
as the point where one portion of the objective function is no longer dominated by the
other. Unlike with the TSPwC, the two portions of the objective function are not in clear
opposition (as long as the position and urgency are uncorrelated). Because the priority and
Euclidean metrics are not in direct competition, it seems reasonable to expect that there
may not be a well-defined inflection point. To test if there was an inflection point, we took
100 randomly distributed points with random priorities, solved the resulting TVP using the
asymmetric TSP solver in LKH [8], and estimated the inflection point. We repeated this
process ten times. The results of these experiments can be found in Table 3.1.
Unlike for the TSPwC, the TVP does not appear to have a consistent inflection point.
All of the values are in the higher range of possible ω (ω > .8). This could indicate that the
priority weight does not significantly alter the tour until it is weighted substantially more
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Table 3.1: This table contains estimations of the inflection point for ten different distribu-
tions of 100 points.
than the Euclidean portion.
One possible reason for the size of ω∗ is the relative gain from a swap. If two points,
i and j, have very similar urgency, dp(i, j) ≈ dp( j, i) ≈ 12 . On the other hand, if ui  u j,
dp(i, j) ≈ 0 and dp( j, i) ≈ 1. Thus the difference between a ”good” edge (ui ≈ u j) and
a ”bad” edge (ui  u j) is about .5. On the other hand, the difference between a ”good”
Euclidean distance edge (de(i, j) ≈ 0) and a ”bad” Euclidean distance edge (de(i, j) > 1) is
more significant. Essentially, it is not the range of values that creates the imbalance (the
ranges are both similar) it is the distribution of the values within this range.
3.4 Sample Applications
While there are certainly cases where the position and urgency would be uncorrelated,
it may also be useful to correlate a node’s location with its urgency. The distribution of the
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urgency could be correlated with the position to mimic the effects of certain types of natural
disasters. For instance, earthquakes have an epicenter and the urgency could be a function
of the distance from the epicenter. Hurricanes move across a path and the urgency could be
a function of the distance from that path. A tsunami might start at the coast causing great
devastation, but the damage decreases farther inland. Each of these disasters has a different
pattern of destruction and the urgency generally correlates with the destruction.
3.4.1 Earthquake
When an earthquake occurs, the damage expands radially from the epicenter and de-
creases as a function of the radius. If the urgency is directly proportional to the damage
and the epicenter is taken to be (.5, .5), then the urgency could be defined as:
ui =
√
(xi − .5)2 + (yi − .5)2.
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of ui. Table 3.2 contains the value of the inflection point.
The inflection point for the earthquake scenario is less variable than the uncorrelated case
and, on average, lower than the uncorrelated case. This is likely because “good” edges
in terms of the priority metrics are more likely to be relatively close together. Thus, the
competition between the two portions of the objective function does not significantly alter
the tour until ω is large. Furthermore, because the two parts of the biobjective function are
correlated the transition happens in a tighter range than the uncorrelated case. Figure 3.2
shows a sample tour for ω = 1. In this case, the construction of the optimal tour orders the
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Table 3.2: This table contains estimations of the inflection point for ten different distribu-
tions of the earthquake scenario with 100 points.
nodes by the distance from the origin.
(0,0,0) (1,0,0)
(.5,.5,0)
Figure 3.1: A representation of the earthquake urgency function as a function of x and y.
3.4.2 Hurricane
When hurricanes carve a path of destruction through an area, the devastation is worst
near the path of the eye and decreases farther from the path. If the eye travels across the
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Figure 3.2: A sample tour of region devastated by an earthquake. Here the origin is the
depot and ω = 1. The urgency is proportional to the distance from the center. Thus, the op-
timal tour with ω = 1 visits those nodes closest to the center first and then moves outward.
unit square through x = .5, the urgency could be:
ui = |xi − .5|.
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of ui. Table 3.3 contains the value of the inflection point.
The inflection point for the hurricane scenario is less variable than the uncorrelated case
and, on average, lower than the uncorrelated case. In this way, it is similar to the earthquake.
Though, the value for the inflection point in the hurricane scenario does appear to be lower
than the earthquake case. Figure 3.4 shows a sample tour for ω = 1. In the optimal tour, the
nodes are ordered by the distance from the line x = .5. This results in the tour oscillating
across x = .5.
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Table 3.3: This table contains estimations of the inflection point for ten different distribu-
tions of the hurricane scenario with 100 points.
Figure 3.3: A representation of the hurricane urgency function as a function of x and y.
3.4.3 Tsunami
A Tsunami devastates the coastal areas but the impact decreases the farther from the
shore. Thus, if the coast is the edge x = 0, the urgency could be:
ui = xi.
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Figure 3.4: A sample tour of region devastated by a hurricane. Here the origin is the depot
ω = 1. The urgency is proportional to the distance from the line x = .5. Thus, the optimal
tour with ω = 1 visits those nodes closest to the line first and then moves farther from the
line.
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of ui. Table 3.4 contains the value of the inflection point.
The inflection point for the tsunami scenario is less variable than the uncorrelated case and,
on average, lower than the uncorrelated case. Figure 3.6 shows a sample tour for ω = 1.
The nodes in the optimal tour are ordered by the distance from the edge x = 0.
Figure 3.5: A representation of the tsunami urgency function as a function of x and y.
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Table 3.4: This table contains estimations of the inflection point for ten different distribu-
tions of the tsunami scenario with 100 points.









Figure 3.6: A sample tour of region devastated by a tsunami. Here the origin is the depot
and ω = 1. The urgency is proportional to the distance from the x-axis. Thus, the optimal
tour with ω = 1 visits those nodes with the smallest x-coordinate first.
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3.5 Alternate Formulation
The formulations of the TVP discussed earlier might be too simplistic for practical use.
When delivering emergency supplies, it is not the order of the deliveries that matter so
much as the time at which the delivery is made. Essentially, if a driver is passing a low
priority node on his way to a high priority node, in the real world, the delivery should be
made to the low priority on the way instead of backtracking after the high priority node
is visited. This is, of course, contingent upon the time required to make a delivery being
negligible relative to the total travel time. With this critique in mind, an alternate way to








de(s j, s j+1)
)
, (3.2)
where ui is the urgency and de(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between i and j. This formu-
lation has the advantage that it factors in the time taken to reach a node instead of the order
in which the nodes are visited. However, this formulation has the distinct disadvantage that
ATSP software cannot be used to find tours.
Because this formulation cannot be solved using standard TSP solvers, we will test the
solutions from the original TVP formulation on this alternate formulation. For these tests,
we will randomly distribute twenty points in the unit square and randomly (uniformly) as-
sign each point an urgency between zero and one. We will then produce a tour using the
original formulation for different values of ω (0, .5, .8, .9 and 1). We repeated this ten times
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ω 0.0 0.5 0.8 0.9 1.0
1 44.14 50.87 45.21 52.26 61.48
2 49.91 43.29 46.06 52.96 52.23
3 43.37 56.27 56.33 49.12 59.62
4 32.94 41.73 42.30 45.35 49.14
5 27.03 40.31 32.95 36.52 47.86
6 41.14 34.65 43.21 43.21 57.63
7 41.58 33.30 33.30 33.30 48.99
8 46.60 44.51 43.08 48.01 45.59
9 20.18 45.98 31.64 29.57 49.46
10 48.13 55.68 55.46 39.06 65.32
Average 39.50 44.66 42.96 42.94 53.73
Table 3.5: This table contains the value of the objective function from equation (3.2) using
the tours generated using the objective function in equation (3.1).
and report the results below.
Table 3.5 has the value of equation (3.2) for ten different tours generated using dif-
ferent approaches. Clearly, for the objective function in equation (3.2), the tours generated
using the standard TSP formulation (ω = 0) performed better, on average, than the tours
generated using equation (3.1) with ω > 0. This might not be the case if the points were
correlated or if the time spent at each node was not zero (ie there was a time penalty for
visiting each node).
3.6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the TVP both on a theoretical and a practical level.
The balance between the two parts of the objective function, the TSP portion and the LO
portion, does not have a tight equilibrium like in the TSPwC. This equilibrium occurs when
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the LO portion of the objective function is weighted at least four times the TSP portion.
Practically, this means the LO portion only dominates the TSP portion when the order is
much more important than the distance.
We also looked into possible real-world applications for disaster response to regions
struck by earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis. In each of these cases the inflection point
was more stable (the range of values was tighter), but still fairly high.
Next, we developed an alternate formulation. In a very practical sense, the goal in dis-
aster response is to visit urgent targets quickly but that does not necessarily imply the most
urgent site must be first. If a lower priority node is on the way to a high priority node, it
might make sense to visit the lower priority node first. The TVP, as formulated in the litera-
ture, would penalize this behavior unnecessarily. Problems such as these highlight the need
for decision makers to carefully evaluate their priorities. The approach taken or formulation
used should reflect the objectives of the decision makers. To that effect, inflection points
and alternative formulations should always be considered when approaching any problem






Efficient bed management and nurse resource allocation are challenges confronting ev-
ery major medical center in the country. Hospitals are bursting at the seams as they attempt
to manage increased patient demands in an era of nursing shortages and bed scarcities.
Several of the nation’s experts have tied the crisis in emergency room diversions to the
downstream bottlenecks seen in intensive care units, step-down units, and medical surgical
units (see [12] and [13]). However, building new inpatient capacity is an expensive op-
tion and the nursing shortage is predicted to become even more severe in the next decade.
Research conducted in non-healthcare related industries (e.g., manufacturing, aviation, dis-
tribution) has demonstrated that throughput can be maximized by using mathematical mod-
eling techniques. Historically, however, healthcare has not embraced these methodologies.
One example is that bed allocation decisions are often made without scientific evidence and
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frequently rely on historical data and subjective anecdotes.
For surgical services in general and cardiac surgical services, in particular, throughput
is often tied directly to the availability of downstream beds to care for and recover patients.
Surgical schedules in major centers are often adversely affected due to limited downstream
capacity which, in turn, constrains efficiency and throughput. Despite this impact, the de-
termination of the appropriate mix of downstream beds is often made based on factors such
as space availability, budgetary constraints, and historical practice.
Simulation is a powerful technique that can be used to model a wide range of problems.
Making basic assumptions about the nature of the patients (e.g., patients treated in the fu-
ture will have a similar length of stay distribution as those patients treated in the last two
years), simulation allows decision makers to test a variety of scenarios (see [14] and [16]).
In this paper, we present a simulation model of the post-operative bed flow for a cardiac
surgery unit that maximizes the throughput using the current level of physical resources.
Our model uses actual data from the cardiac surgery unit at the University of Maryland
Medical Center. The cardiac surgery service line has annual surgical volume of nearly
1,000 patients.
In May, 2006, the University of Maryland Medical Center opened a new 30 bed unit
for post-operative cardiac surgery patients. These beds were divided between two units:
15 beds for the intensive care unit (ICU) and 15 beds for the intermediate care unit (IMC,
a step-down unit from the ICU). Because of nursing shortages, the minimum staffing re-
quirements could not be met. In general, each ICU bed requires four nurses on staff per
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week and each IMC bed requires two nurses on staff per week. To conform to the available
staffing levels at the time of this study, the bed mix was changed to 11 ICU beds and 18
IMC beds (one bed was closed).
The standard path for a patient is shown in bold in Figure 4.1; other paths are shown
as well. After surgery, the patient is sent to the ICU. The patient recovers in the ICU with
24 hour-a-day nurse supervision. When the attending physician (usually the surgeon) de-
termines intensive care is no longer medically necessary, the patient is moved to the IMC.
The patient stays in the IMC until the patient is medically determined to be ready to go
home or to a non-cardiac surgery ward. The cardiac service line performed 973 cases in
fiscal year 2006 (July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006). According to hospital administrators, the
number of cases is expected to grow by about 13% in fiscal year 2007. However, there
are serious obstacles to this growth. In particular, the bottlenecks in the beds could lead to
greater friction in the system as the growth puts larger strains on scarce resources. Early in
the summer of 2006, a cap was placed on the number of surgeries per day because of a lack
of bed space in the ICU.
For the 2007 fiscal year, there are 9, 840 patient bed days budgeted. There is a total
Figure 4.1: The paths that patients take through the system in the simulation model.
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capacity of 365 × 30 = 10, 950 bed days dedicated to cardiac surgery. While a buffer of
roughly 1,000 bed days may sound reasonable, it masks two problems. First, the days are
not uniformly distributed throughout the year. There are seasonal effects that influence the
number of surgeries performed in a particular month. Thus, capacity issues from the high
volume may arise (as it did in the summer of 2006 when surgeries had to be limited to
three a day because of a lack of beds) and hold down the total number of surgeries. Sec-
ond, given the cardiac surgery unit’s expected annual growth rate of 13% and a constant
average length of stay of 9.88 days (according to hospital administrators), fiscal year 2007
will require 9.88× 1.13× 973 = 10, 863 days. This is essentially at the level of total capac-
ity (i.e., 10, 863/10, 950 or 99.2% of capacity). Operating so close to capacity means that
small fluctuations in volume or any decrease in capacity will stop the flow of patients into
the system. This level of operation requires additional beds or a more efficient use of the
current resources (see [17]).
We will investigate the effects of changes in the post-operative bed allocation on patient
throughput. An analysis of the available data is provided in the next section. The third
section contains a first shot at a model developed using queueing theory. The fourth and
fifth sections cover an initial and more complex simulation model, respectively. The sixth
section discusses the financial implications of the simulation results.
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4.2 Data
The data set used in this study included information from the perioperative services de-
partment and the hospitals finance department. These data contained detailed information
that included patient length of stay in every unit the patient visited and the number, type,
and date of operation for every cardiac surgery patient for fiscal years 2005 and 2006. A
total of 1,725 surgical operations were reported in the data.
These 1,725 operations were performed on 1,548 patients (in addition, 127 patients had
no operations but spent time in either ICU or IMC; some of these patients had ventricular-
assistance devices and needed occasional ICU visits). Thus, there were roughly 11.4%
more operations performed than there were patients undergoing surgery. An analysis of this
data set produced several useful descriptive statistics. Eighty-three patients (83/1, 548 =
4.96%) underwent some type of cardiac surgery, but spent no time in either the cardiac
surgery ICU or IMC. Most of these patients either spent time in post-operative units else-
where in the hospital or had only minor surgery. There were 1, 548− 83 + 127 = 1, 592 pa-
tients who used the cardiac surgery post-operative units. Therefore, on average, 1, 725/1, 592 =
1.085 operations were performed for each patient that passed through the cardiac surgery
ICU or IMC. In other words, there were 8.5% more operations than patients who passed
through the cardiac surgery post-operative units since there were 177 multiple surgeries
(some patients require multiple operations over the course of their stay). We derived em-
pirical distributions for the length of stay in both ICU and IMC. The correlation between
these two distributions was 0.2113. This is a weak positive correlation and we did not take
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it into account in any of the models.
We calculated the best fit distributions from the empirical distributions. ICU length of
stay was lognormally distributed with a mean of 4.04 and a standard deviation of 4.91. IMC
length of stay was lognormally distributed with a mean of 5.16 and a standard deviation of
4.31. Neither of these distributions were found to be sufficiently accurate by an Anderson-
Darling test (at the p = .05 level or even the p = .10 level). These distributions had a
substantial under-sampling from the tail of the distributions and skewed the estimations. In
fact, roughly 5% of patients spend more than three standard deviations from the mean. For
these reasons, we elected to use the empirical distributions instead of the fitted distributions
for the simulations. In Figure 4.2, we show the distribution of the ICU length of stay; the
IMC length of stay is displayed in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2: The distribution of the ICU length of stay.
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the IMC length of stay.
4.3 Queueing Model
In order to better understand the nature of the flow through the system, a stochastic
model was constructed that had simplifying assumptions to make the solution tractable.
Because the model assumes that the ICU is always fully occupied, the ICU length of stay
can be thought of as the arrival rate for the IMC, and the IMC length of stay is the service
time for the system. It is also assumed that the time in the ICU and the time in the IMC are
independent. If we assume that the time spent in the ICU and the IMC are exponentially
distributed, we can model the system as an M/M/c system.
Let m be the number of beds in the ICU, n be the number of beds in the IMC, λ be the
length of stay for the ICU, and µ be the length of stay for the IMC. The state space for the
system will be, {i |i ∈ (0, 1, ..., n)}, the number of patients in the system. The steady state
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iµ(mλ + (i − 1)µ) .
Utilization and throughput are important for comparing bed mixes. If U is the utilization,




nπi. Let P(t) be the number of patients that pass through the system in t
days, using Little’s theorem we can determine E(P(t)) = u·n·t
µ
∀i > 0.
The results indicate that altering the bed mix can increase the throughput. The 12/18
and 13/17 mixes both increase by about 10 patients per quarter over the 11/18 mix that is
currently in use. The length of stay distribution were clearly not exponential so there are
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Figure 4.4: The queueing model of the cardiac surgery post-operative unit. Each state
represents the number of patients currently in the IMC.
Bed Mix Utilization Throughput
11 ICU / 18 IMC .7707 275.8087
12 ICU / 18 IMC .8303 287.9818
13 ICU / 17 IMC .8754 286.7469
14 ICU / 16 IMC .9087 280.1546
15 ICU / 15 IMC .9336 269.8393
Table 4.1: These are the results of the stochastic model for 13 weeks. Here throughput is
measure in terms of patients per quarter.
some problems using this approach for policy decisions. This does indicate the potential
benefits for using a simulation model.
4.4 Preliminary Simulation Model
4.4.1 Model
To determine the best balance between ICU beds and IMC beds, a simulation of a 13
week period (roughly three months) in the post-operative unit was performed. We used the
empirical distributions for ICU length of stay and IMC length of stay in our simulation. In
order to maximize the allowable utilization levels, an operation was allowed only if there
was an empty bed in the ICU. Whenever a bed was open in the ICU, a surgery would
be done. Thus, the ICU was completely utilized at all times. For this model, time spent
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blocked in the ICU did not reduce time spent in the IMC. Thus, if a patient spent four
“extra” days in the ICU that patient would not expect a reduced length of stay. We used
MedModel [15] to develop our simulation model. To ensure the model was in a steady state,
the simulation had a 13-week warm-up period before the 13-week data collection period
began. We averaged the results over 999 different simulations for the 13-week period.
4.4.2 Throughput Results
In Table 4.2, we report the number of patients admitted into the ICU. A patient admitted
to the ICU was a proxy for an elective cardiac case being performed. Therefore, the number
of ICU admissions equals the number of cardiac cases performed. The bed mixes reported
are in the following form: number of the ICU beds/number of the IMC beds (e.g., 11/18
denotes 11 beds in the ICU and 18 beds in the IMC). The mean is calculated over the 13-
week simulation period. The mean for 11/18 is roughly consistent with the current practice
though slightly lower than the 2006 totals. Min 5% (Max 5%) indicates that the smallest
(largest) 5% of the simulation results fell below (above) this level. For example, in Table
4.1 for the 11/18 mix, the minimum 5% indicates that 5% of the simulations resulted in
fewer than 204 ICU entrances.
There were times when patient flow from the ICU beds to the IMC beds was blocked
because the IMC was full. This is an important factor and it plays a role in determining the
optimal bed mix. The values for the percentage of time blocked are given in Table 4.3.
The 14/16 case mix and the 15/15 case mix had roughly the same number of allowed
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cardiac operations (maximum number of admissions). From Table 4.3, the mix of 14/16
had a lower mean blocked percentage (4.44%) than the 15/15 mix (8.43%). In addition, the
top 5% and the maximum time blocked for the 15/15 mix were more than 40% higher than
the 14/16 bed mix (12.86/7.80 = 1.65 and 16.10/11.23 = 1.43). A large value for % time
blocked indicates that patients are receiving ICU care when it is not medically necessary.
Because ICU time is relatively expensive, this is inefficient and raises the overall cost of
cardiac surgery. The 14/16 bed mix is preferable to both the 15/15 and 11/18 mixes. The
14/16 bed mix allows for a 17.4% increase in the number of operations allowed over the
11/18 bed mix and the 14/16 mix is only blocked 4.44% of the time, on average.
Bed Mix 11/18 12/18 13/17 14/16 15/15
Mean 230.04 248.31 262.88 270.20 268.39
St. Dev. 15.44 14.66 13.17 12.03 11.40
Min 175 202 213 227 227
Min 5% 204 224 240 250 249
Median 230 248 264 271 268
Max 5% 255 272 283 290 288
Max 278 291 299 305 300
Table 4.2: Simulation results for ICU throughput for 13 weeks. We assumed that when
a room was available in the ICU, a surgeon would operate. The mean is the number of
ICU admissions that were permitted during the simulation timespan. An ICU admission
was allowed whenever there was an empty bed in the ICU. The bed mix A/B indicates that
there were A ICU beds and B IMC beds.
4.4.3 Problems with the Model
Because in practice almost all patients spend time in the ICU and can spend their IMC
recovery time in an ICU bed, it is counter-intuitive that switching an IMC bed to an ICU bed
would reduce throughput. The initial simulation’s throughput peaks at 14/16 and decreases
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Bed Mix 11/18 12/18 13/17 14/16 15/15
Mean 0.33 0.69 2.04 4.44 8.43
St. Dev. 0.37 0.60 1.20 1.88 2.63
Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 1.51
Min 5% 0.00 0.03 0.45 1.65 4.16
Median 0.19 0.55 1.79 4.21 8.30
Max 5% 1.06 1.86 4.25 7.80 12.86
Max 2.55 3.75 8.76 11.23 16.10
Table 4.3: Simulation results for the percentage of patients blocked. A patient is blocked
from moving to the IMC from the ICU when the IMC is full. A blocked patient will advance
to the IMC when a bed is available.
at the 15/15 mix. This inconsistency is a direct result of the assumption that extra time
spent in the ICU while blocked has no effect on the IMC length of stay. As seen in Table
4.3, more than 8% of the patients see the system blocked.
Additionally, with the 11/18 mix, the hospital has historically seen nearly a thousand
patients which is more than the 920 patients per year predicted by the initial simulation.
This implies there are some fundamental problems with this preliminary model, but the
results are sufficiently promising to warrant further investigation.
4.5 Modified Simulation Model
4.5.1 Model
We corrected the problems from the preliminary simulation by changing the way we
account for days spent blocked. In the next simulation model, every additional day spent in
the ICU because of a full IMC was subtracted from the time needed to be spent in the IMC.
In some cases, patients were discharged directly from the ICU and never passed the IMC
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because of blocking. This change was difficult to add to the MedModel simulation and so
we constructed the simulation from scratch in MatLab. This provided us with much more
flexibility and the model ran much faster.
As with the initial simulation, we ran this simulation for 13 weeks with a 13 week warm
up period using the empirical distribution. The results presented are from 999 runs.
4.5.2 Results
Bed Mix 11/18 12/18 13/17 14/16 15/15
Mean 285.62 317.85 337.72 367.97 375.77
St. Dev. 35.14 30.26 32.83 35.12 40.42
Min 222 229 254 272 262
Min 25% 265 299 312 346 351
Median 282 318 343 372 382
Max 25% 305 334 360 390 406
Max 360 390 425 446 447
Table 4.4: Simulation throughput results with the assumption that every day spent blocked
in the ICU reduces the IMC length of stay by one day.
Bed Mix 11/18 12/18 13/17 14/16 15/15
Mean 8.40 11.73 17.60 25.16 29.96
St. Dev. 5.24 5.20 5.89 6.04 6.90
Min 1.35 1.43 3.85 11.29 14.12
Min 5% 4.61 7.72 13.58 20.76 26.38
Median 7.91 11.39 17.68 25.29 30.46
Max 5% 11.76 15.46 22.13 29.34 35.19
Max 20.28 22.56 32.39 39.01 51.69
Table 4.5: Simulation results for the percentage of patients blocked using the final model. A
patient is blocked from moving to the IMC from the ICU when the IMC is full. A blocked
patient will advance to the IMC when a bed is available.
The results are reasonable on face. The throughput increases monotonically in ICU
beds. The maximum throughput for the 11/18 mix is 4 × 286 = 1, 144 patients per year,
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on average. As desired, this throughput is above the 2006 level of just under a thousand
patients per year. This indicates that there are no problems with the model on face.
4.5.3 Constant Staffing Level Scenario
One of the primary problems with the current system is the lack of nurses. This makes
the 15/15 mix, while the most desirable in terms of throughput, potentially unattainable in
the near term. In general, an ICU nurse is responsible for one or two patients (depending
on the acuity) and an IMC nurse is takes care of two to four patients at a time. For our
purposes, we will assume that two IMC beds must be closed to open one ICU bed. To take
the nurses into account, we performed the simulation for a second scenario with a constant
level of nurses.
Bed Mix 11/18 12/16 13/14 14/12 15/10
Mean 285.62 317.38 335.77 342.83 325.35
St. Dev. 35.14 30.68 34.85 40.93 59.53
Min 222 232 244 246 237
Min 25% 265 295 310 318 275
Median 282 318 338 348 315
Max 25% 305 334 360 370 368
Max 360 387 409 429 439
Table 4.6: These are the simulation throughput results in the scenario with a fixed number
of nurses.
4.6 Financial Results
As mentioned in the introduction, the target growth rate for the cardiac surgery service
line was 13%. In Tables 4.8 and 4.9, there are several options that allow this growth rate to
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Bed Mix 11/18 12/16 13/14 14/12 15/10
Mean 8.40 17.69 27.89 37.38 42.12
St. Dev. 5.24 6.08 7.07 7.73 9.00
Min 1.35 3.88 9.47 15.04 24.89
Min 5% 4.61 13.40 22.89 30.99 32.60
Median 7.91 17.28 27.95 38.78 40.19
Max 5% 11.76 22.12 32.12 43.17 49.09
Max 20.28 31.66 44.94 55.44 62.71
Table 4.7: The simulation results for percent of time spent blocked in the fixed nurse sce-
nario.
be feasible for at least another year. The 15/15 mix allows for more than two years of 13%
growth.
Assuming an ICU nurse costs the hospital a total of $100, 000 on average each year
and each additional surgery provides the hospital a net revenue of $20, 000, switching to
the 15/15 bed mix could increase revenue by roughly 90 × 4 × $20, 000 = $7.2 million. If
there are 8.5% more surgeries than cardiac surgery post-operative patients due to multiple
surgeries and patients who do not use cardiac surgery post-operative units, the increase in
revenue is 1.085 × 90 × 4 × $20, 000 = $7.81 million. We estimate that eight nurses would
be required for the new mix (four additional ICU beds require sixteen nurses and we can
save six nurses from two fewer IMC beds). The cost is 10 × $100, 000 = $1 million and
the overall change in profit is $7.81 million −$1 million = $6.81 million each year. Some
portion of this money could be used to attract new nurses and retain other members of the
team.
For the fixed nurse scenario, the 14/12 mix allows for an increase in the maximum
throughput possible by about 229 patients per year. This could result in 1.085 × 57 ×
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4 × $20, 000 = $4.95 million additional profit because there is no additional expense for
personnel.
Bed Mix 12/18 13/17 14/16 15/15
Change in Mean 32.24 52.11 82.35 90.16
% Change 11.29 18.24 28.83 31.57
Change in Profit $2,178,888.04 $3,568,591.01 $5,788,392.99 $6,212,551.41
Table 4.8: Some financial statistics for the fixed number of beds scenario using the as-
sumptions that each additional surgery profits the hospital $20, 000 and each additional
nurse costs the hospital $100, 000. These totals are for the year and so are four times higher
than the quarterly results reported in previous tables. These do not include the 8.5% for
multiple surgeries.
Bed Mix 12/16 13/14 14/12 15/10
Change in Mean 31.72 50.16 57.22 39.73
% Change 11.11 17.56 20.03 13.91
Change in Profit $2,537,699.92 $4,012,551.41 $4,577,303.88 $3,178,492.00
Table 4.9: Financial statistics for the scenario with fixed number of nurses.
4.7 Conclusion
The simulation experiment indicated that by altering the bed mix, the cardiac surgery
service line could increase throughput by as much as 32% and increase annual profit by
about $6.2 million if additional nursing staff could be acquired. By switching to a more
efficient arrangement, the hospital can increase capacity without constructing new ICU or
IMC rooms. Without additional nurses throughput could be increased 20% with a profit
increase of as much as $4.6 million.
Depending upon the immediate staffing availability and demand for beds, the hospital
now uses 13 to 14 ICU beds staffed with 15 to 17 IMC beds.
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This work can be applied to other hospitals and surgical service lines as long as repre-
sentative length of stay is available.
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Chapter 5
Cardiac Surgery Capacity Prediction
5.1 Background
Cardiac surgery is a very resource intensive service line. A standard cardiac surgery pa-
tient requires several hours in an operating room, a few days in an intensive care unit (ICU)
bed, followed by a few additional days in an intermediate care unit (IMC) bed. Each of
these stages of treatment requires staff, equipment, supplies, and rooms. Without accurate
census estimates, resources can be unexpectedly over-utilized or under-utilized. Anticipat-
ing discharges is key to better managing these resources. In this paper, we will discuss
approaches to predicting discharges in advance.
At the University of Maryland Medical Center (UMMC), like many hospitals, the lack
of sufficient post-operative bed capacity creates a bottleneck that reduces the throughput of
the cardiac surgery service line. At the time of this study, the cardiac surgery service line
at UMMC had 12 beds devoted to the ICU. The cardiac surgery ICU (CSICU) operates
near capacity and has been a bottleneck for the flow of patients. Cardiac surgery patients
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generally must pass through the CSICU because other ICU units in the hospital do not have
nurses with the specialized training required to properly care for cardiac surgery patients.
Thus, if the CSICU is full and there are no patients being discharged, new surgical cases
may have to be canceled. This is clearly not desirable for the patient. Additionally, be-
cause cardiac surgery is a high dollar service line, disruptions in the flow of patients can
result in significant reductions in revenue for both the hospital and the affected surgeons.
The revenue from cardiac surgery is used to subsidize less profitable but still vital hospital
services.
When thinking about bed management, there are two key terms: census and capacity.
A unit’s census is the number of patients in the unit. A unit’s capacity is the number of
staffed beds (a staffed bed is a physical bed that has sufficient nursing support to have a
patient) in a unit. Discharge and census information is also important for staffing nurses.
Improving the management the cardiac surgery post-operative beds is crucial to increasing
throughput. Information regarding available capacity is key to improving management’s
decision making with regards to scheduling patterns. If there is not sufficient capacity, new
cases cannot be scheduled.
Staffing patterns are made more than a week in advance and then are adjusted based on
perceived need. These decisions are made after the expected discharge and arrival informa-
tion has become available to the bed management center. Frequently, the expected evening
census is not known until the mid-afternoon, because there was no good estimate for the
number of discharges until then. When this happens, the nurse managers must scramble to
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find sufficient staff to cover the patient load. If the discharges could be estimated earlier,
the staffing could be adjusted sooner, reducing mid-afternoon census surprises.
Hospital planners would like to accurately predict the number of beds that will be avail-
able in the near future (today, tomorrow, or two days from now). This would allow them to
adjust staffing patterns in advance. If there is likely to be a capacity problem, cases could
be rescheduled a day or two in advance instead of canceled on the day of surgery. In this
chapter, we will explore a variety of approaches to predict patient length of stay and use
these predictions to estimate CSICU census in the near future.
5.2 Relevant Literature
Farmer and Emami [18] use a time series to predict the future hospital census. They
found the time series approach was less prone to model specification error and autocorre-
lation than simpler trend fitting approaches. The target staffing level is dependent upon the
census and acuity of patients. This approach might be useful for the census but does not
provide an idea of which patients are ready to be discharged or their acuity. Essentially,
a time series approach assumes today’s census can be predicted as a function of previous
days’ censuses. While this may be true, it omits relevant factors from consideration (age,
comorbitities, etc) and does not provide substantial insight into the underlying system (at
least when compared to more atomistic approaches that focus on the system’s constituent
parts).
Postma et al. [19] also use a time series approach, but they look at additional pieces
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of the system. Their model includes many details on the patient such as age and type of
disease. They also break the data into age and disease cohorts. This process is essen-
tially arbitrary, though the types of groups they selected seem reasonable. Like Farmer and
Emami’s findings, their results indicate that a time-series approach provides a good esti-
mate for the census.
An alternative to regression-based estimates of available capacity would be to estimate
individual patients’ lengths of stay. Essentially, this would be a bottom up atomistic ap-
proach. There have been several studies using modern analytical techniques to estimate
patient length of stay. In particular, there have been several papers using artificial neural
networks (ANN) for this purpose. Zernikow et al. [20] compare an ANN and a multi-
ple linear regression model to predict the length of stay in preterm neonates (babies born
prematurely) using information from the first day of life. They find that the results from
both methods were highly correlated with the actual length of stay. Because the data used
for prediction only contained information available at the beginning of the stay, this work
implies that these techniques can be useful in planning. Mobley et al. [21] use a variety of
ANN implementations to estimate the length of stay for a post-coronary care unit. While
the outputs of the models generally have mean absolute errors of less than two days, the
average length of stay for these patients was 3.84 days. This level of accuracy is probably
not sufficient to be useful for planning purposes.
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5.3 Length of Stay Prediction
Our first approach to estimating future bed capacity relies on an accurate length of stay
(LoS) estimate to determine when patients will be discharged. In this section, we will
discuss several approaches to LoS prediction. If a patient’s length of stay can be accurately
determined, the available capacity will be the number of currently available beds plus the
number of discharges. The number of discharges would be known because of the LoS
predictions.
5.3.1 Data
The data used to estimate individual LoS span two years, covered 1,675 patients and
17,123 patient bed days (one bed day is one patient in a hospital bed for one day). Each
patient spent some time in a cardiac surgery post-operative unit. Each patient bed day was
labeled as intensive care unit (ICU), non-ICU, or intermediate care unit (IMC). Each of
these labels indicates a level of care required by the patient. There were also floor beds,
but capacity for these is not as seriously constrained and they are rarely used for cardiac
surgery patients. Therefore, we will focus our attention on the ICU, NonICU, and IMC
beds. For our analysis, we grouped the NonICU with the IMC.
Included in the data are the age, sex, race, level (emergent, express, or elective), and
a list of operations for each patient encounter. There were over three hundred types of
operations listed. Each operation type was pre-clustered into groups of related types. For
example, mitral valve replacements were grouped with aortic valve replacements in one
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class. An experienced surgeon determined these coarse operation classes were reasonable.
These classes and the current procedural terminology codes (CPT codes) that fall into each
class can be found in Appendix B. It is important to note that most patients fell into multi-
ple classes because they had multiple operations. Also, 302 patients did not have operations
that fell into one of the 20 classes and 127 patients that had no operations at all. Thus, there
are 22 classes (the 20 operation classes, the patients with operations that did not fall into
one of these classes and the patients with no operation).
The end result of the preprocessing was a data set that contained the number of days
each patient spent in each level of care (ICU or NonICU), each patient’s vital statistics,
and a list of operation classes for each patient. Certain medical information (e.g., kidney
function) was not available and is not always easily accessible to the decision makers that
manage the beds. Therefore, this information was omitted from consideration. Further
work, could be done to determine what other data are readily available (or could be made
available) and relevant to determining a patient’s length of stay.
The data had enough extreme outliers (patients with lengths of stay more than three
standard deviations away from the mean) that the results could be skewed for some tech-
niques. Extreme outliers amounted to about 2% of the data and outliers (patients with
length of stay more than two standard deviations) were more than 4%. We looked into two
approaches to handle the outliers: omit the extreme outliers and use a logarithm to trans-
form the data set.
Because the data had the appearance of being lognormally distributed, we looked at
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Figure 5.1: A histogram of the lognormal transform of the total length of stay of cardiac
surgery patients with the best fit normal curve
the logarithm of total length of stay (some patients skip the ICU and move directly to a
NonICU bed, while others are discharged directly from the ICU). This would not work for
ICU or NonICU length of stay because they both had patients with zero length of stay. As
can be seen in Figure 5.1, the lognormal transform is most likely not normal. We found
that only three patients had a transformed length of stay that was longer than three standard
deviations away from the mean. For 1,675 standard normally distributed observations, an
average of 2.18 are expected to lie beyond three standard deviations of the mean. Thus, the
problem with having too large a percentage of the patients lying in the tail has essentially
been solved by using the lognormal transformation.
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Total Transformed Truncated
Mean 10.22 1.87 8.02
Median 6 1.79 6
Standard Deviation (SD) 13.22 0.92 6.46
% Observations more than 2 SD from Mean 4.30 3.34 2.25
% Observations more than 3 SD from Mean 2.15 0.18 0
Table 5.1: Basic statistics about the data sets
5.3.2 Methods
We tested six different approaches to estimating patient LoS on each of the data sets (To-
tal, Transformed, and Truncated): average by class, regression, chi-squared automatic in-
teraction detection (CHAID) implemented in AnswerTree, the M5’algorithm implemented
in the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), and a neural network also
implemented in WEKA [22].
The class average estimator takes the mean of all previous instances of an operation
class as the estimate for the duration of future operations of the class. Essentially, the class
average estimates each patient’s LoS with the average for his group. Patients in multiple
classes were included when determining the mean of all applicable classes and the expected
values. For testing purposes, we assigned the longest length of stay applicable. This is sim-
ilar to how operation duration is currently estimated. The hospital database keeps track of
the previous patient’s LoS and uses the average of the last five patients of a type, exclud-
ing the longest and the shortest. One problem with this approach is the large number of
multiple-class patients.
We used least-squares linear regression on the entire data set without any grouping.
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The variables included the operation classes, age, race, and sex. We also used least median
regression. Unlike least squares regression, least median regression minimizes the median
of the error instead of the root mean squared error.
In addition to the standard regression approaches, we used three data mining techniques.
CHAID is a method for clustering large data sets into groups. CHAID creates groups that
have little variation with in the group relative to the variation between the groups. M5’ is
a model tree algorithm. This algorithm generates a series of rules that divides the data set
into groups and creates a linear model for each of the groups. A neural network model
with back propagation was tested in WEKA. To reduce the error due to over-training, the
learning rate decayed. This parameter was found to significantly reduce error.
5.3.3 Testing Results
In order to provide a fair comparison, a random sample of about 34% of the cases was
removed from the total data set to serve as a test set. The remaining 66% of the data set was
used as the training set. The models are generated on the training set and then the error is
calculated on the test set. Ten different training/testing sets were used and the results were
averaged over these different runs.
When comparing methods, it is important to analyze both the error and the number of
rules generated. Clearly, a model with a large error will not be useful in making predic-
tions. The problems that arise from using many groupings may be less obvious. A large
number of rules may indicate over-training. Over-training is a problem because it can lead
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to estimates that are too specific to the data set used for the model training. Essentially,
this means that the estimates fit the training set well but not other test sets. Thus, one can
be deceived about the true accuracy of a method if the training set is used for testing. By
using a separate set for training and testing, over-training should be detected and avoided.
By comparing the six methods on a test set, over-training is accounted for in the error. The
number of rules that we generated also can be considered a measure of the ease of use for
the estimates. A large number of rules and models will, regardless of accuracy, create an
unwieldy system that cannot be implemented easily in a hospital setting.
We looked at two error metrics: mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared
error (RMSE). MAE is less sensitive to outliers than RMSE and a comparison of these
two metrics can provide an indication of the impact outliers are having on the estimation
accuracy. The formula for MAE is (5.1) and (5.2) is for RMSE. In these equations, n is the














Table 5.2 provides a detailed comparison of the methods. Table 5.2 reports the error for
each method on the unmodified data set (total), the data set with patients more than three
standard deviations from the mean removed (truncated), and on the lognormal transformed
data set (transformed).
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Neural Linear Median Group Model
Networks Regression Regression Mean Tree CHAID
Total MAE 4.31 4.17 3.87 4.26 4.42 4.60
Total RMSE 9.11 8.75 10.33 9.03 9.24 9.67
Truncated MAE 4.20 4.31 3.69 4.24 4.31 4.34
Truncated RMSE 6.11 6.21 7.43 6.17 6.12 6.43
Transformed MAE .570 .571 .595 .583 .584 .592
Transformed RMSE .756 .751 .802 .766 .770 .769
Parameters 406 25 25 21 10 5
Table 5.2: The prediction results for total length of stay
5.3.4 Discussion
As mentioned earlier, there are two factors that need to be considered when comparing
prediction methods: accuracy and complexity. A model that lacks sufficient accuracy is
worthless and a model that is too complex to use is equally devoid of value.
For each approach, the mean absolute error (MAE) is roughly four days on both the
training and testing sets. On the full set, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is between
roughly eight and ten for each method. The RMSE is significantly more sensitive to outliers
than the MAE. Because the RMSE is more than two times the MAE, it is clear that outliers
are a driver of the error. The truncated set performed much better in terms of the RMSE,
but the MAE error did not significantly improve. The error on the transformed data set can
be thought of as percent error (i.e., .57 indicates 57% error). It is clear from Table 5.2 that
the transformation did not significantly improve the estimates.
Unfortunately, these results are not sufficiently accurate to predict capacity. If the error
is 4 days, when the average length of stay is 10 days, there is a significant problem with
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accuracy. None of the methods performed substantially better than the others. Because we
did not find a sufficiently accurate estimate of patient length of stay, an alternate approach
is needed to predict discharge volume.
5.4 Discharge Volume Prediction
Because the individual LoS predictions were not sufficiently accurate to provide a good
estimate of the discharge volume, we decided to use a probabilistic approach based on
survival analysis. We first want to know the probability that a patient will be discharged
from the unit a few days from today given that patient’s current length of stay. To do this,
we used the CHAID clusters and then made a posterior distribution for each group. Then
we need to aggregate these probabilities using a binomial-like distribution to estimate the
total number of discharges a few days from today. In this section, we will describe the
approach and test it both using simulation and in the hospital setting.
5.4.1 CHAID Groupings
We used the clusters produced by the CHAID approach to classify each patient into
a group. The CHAID groupings produced a set of groups that can be easily interpreted.
The first group consisted of patients that had no surgery. These patients generally were
those with ventricular assistance devices (VADs) previously installed. The VAD patients
visit the ICU for their periodic check ups. The second group contained patients with fairly
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Figure 5.2: The tree formed by the CHAID clusters.
Sample Standard
Size Mean Deviation
No Surgery 127 0.3858 0.9681
Minor 530 3.3792 7.2840
Bypass 679 4.2515 7.1125
Valve Replacement 222 5.2117 7.6876
Major 117 16.9145 21.9775
Total 1675 4.6901 9.5452
Table 5.3: Statistics about each of the groups.
forth group was predominately valve replacement types (mitral, aortic, etc.), but also more
serious bypasses (four or more arteries). We labeled the final group Major. This group
included operations like VADs, heart transplants, and lung transplants. When a patient had
operations in multiple groups, the patient was placed into the most serious applicable group.




No parametric distribution provided a good fit for any of the length of stay groups. The
tail is too large for either a lognormal or an exponential distribution. In order to construct
a posterior distribution, we used Kaplan-Meier estimators as seen in equation (5.3). In this
equation, pg, j,k is the probability that a group g patient has been discharged from the current
unit after j days, given that he has already spent k days in the hospital. ng,i is the number
of group g patients discharged with a length of stay of exactly i days in the primary data set.




such that j ≥ 0. (5.3)
5.4.3 Aggregation
Now that we have the posterior distributions, we need a way to put them together to
estimate unit census. Let X j be the number of patients discharged from the unit j days after
today and xi be the event that patient i is discharged by j days from today. If there are m




xi, j such that
xi, j =

1 with probability pgi, j,ki ,
0 otherwise.
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where gi is the group of patient i and ki is patient i’s current length of stay.
We assume that Cov(xi, j, xl, j) = 0 ∀i , l and j. This condition means that whether or
not patient i is in the hospital j days from today is not contingent upon patient l’s discharge
status. The expected number of discharges between today and j days from today, E(X j) is













The variance of X j, Var(X j), is





















pgi, j,ki(1 − pgi, j,ki).
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5.4.4 Testing
We tested the approach in two ways: first using a simulation and then in the real-time
hospital setting. The simulation was constructed in Python. We used three error metrics to
analyze the prediction approach: Bias (equation (5.4)), MAE (equation (5.1)), and RMSE
(equation (5.2)). In equation (5.4), Bias( j) is the bias of estimates made j days prior to
the observation, Xν, j is the actual census of day ν after j days and X̂ν, j is the estimate for
this observation. n is the number of days the observed. A large negative value for Bias( j)
would imply the estimate was consistently larger than the actual. A large positive value
implies underestimation of the observation. If Bias( j) is small, it would indicate very little




Xν, j − X̂ν, j
n
(5.4)
We also include the percent of predictions that were overestimates, accurate, or underesti-
mates. An estimate is considered to be accurate if |X j − X̂ j| < .5.
Simulation Tests
To test the prediction approach, we simulated the CSICU census using the primary data
set. We ran 10,000 runs with 12 patients per run. Each run was generated independently.
To simulate a patient, we randomly sampled patients from the data set. Each patient had
an ICU LoS and group. We assigned each patient a current LoS between [0, ICULoS ). X j
was taken to be the number of patients remaining in the unit j days after the estimate was
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j 1 2 3
Bias .0205 .0050 -.0042
MAE 1.141 1.265 1.265
RMSE 1.427 1.598 1.578
Underestimates 38.9% 38.1% 37.4%
Accurate 34.3% 37.5% 38.2%
Overestimated 26.8% 24.4% 24.4%
Table 5.4: Statistics about the simulation experiment.
made calculated using the posterior LoS distribution. Appendix C explains why the ICU
LoS sampled for each patient cannot be used to calculate an unbiased discharge count. The
estimate, X̂ j, was calculated using X̂ j = E(X j). The error was taken to be the difference
between the estimate and the actual.
The results for the simulation comparison can be found in Table 5.4. The one day
results are promising. There is no strong bias and the error is fairly small. The multiday
error is sufficiently small that the prediction approach could be used for planning purposes.
The bias is sufficiently small that it is most likely a result of rounding error. In general,
there appeared to be more overestimates of the discharge. This skew is likely a result of the
census distribution’s skewness. Essentially, the ICU is more likely to be full than empty,
because of the length of stay distribution, thus the census distribution will be skewed.
Live Tests
In the summer of 2007, we applied the prediction approach to estimate the CSICU
discharge volume a few days in advance. We used the operation postings (the hospital’s
internal list of operations) to classify patients and the internal bed tracking to determine
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1 Day 2 Days 3 Days
Absolute Error 1.15 1.80 2.50
Bias -0.17 -0.49 -0.87
% Overestimated 17% 20% 0%
% Accurate 33% 30% 25%
% Underestimates 50% 50% 75%
Table 5.5: Statistics about each of the groups.
the available census. We tracked the error (as measured by the difference between the
prediction and the actual) for 20 days. The results can be found in Table 5.5.
The results indicate a larger bias and higher error than in the simulation experiments.
The evidence of a systematic underestimation of the number of discharges is particularly
problematic.
5.4.5 Discussion
There are a few explanations for the difference between the simulation performance and
the actual performance.
First, the observations in the hospital tests are not independent because many of the
same patients are present in each of the observations. This is problematic because the error
for the observations will be autocorrelated. This makes the error estimates unreliable.
Second, the error appeared to be larger on days with more scheduled cases. Closer
inspection revealed that more patients were discharged than expected when the volume of
scheduled cases was high. This implies that the posterior distribution is dependent upon the
scheduled volume. This also indicates that our assumption that Cov(xi(t), x j(t)) = 0 ∀i, j, t
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was flawed. Upon reflection, this should not be too surprising because the surgeons are
pressured to discharge more patients when there are more surgical cases scheduled.
5.5 Conclusions and Further Work
Our results highlight the difficulty with forecasting discharges and patient length of
stay. While our approach was not sufficiently accurate to be used for its original purpose
of predicting discharge volume a few days in advance, it does indicate some important
considerations for future work. The simulation results indicate that the predictions can be
accurate enough if the posterior distribution are a good fit. A close inspection of the error
found that the volume of discharges was higher on days with a high scheduled caseload.
Further work is needed to determine if this is statistically significant. Additional work is
also needed to find how this effect alters the posterior distribution. Predicting discharge
volume is very important for managing patient flow and this work provides an outline that
can be duplicated in other hospitals.
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Chapter 6
The Impact of Scheduling on
Post-Operative Length of Stay
We investigate the relationship between surgeon incentives and discharge practices.
More specifically, we look for evidence that patients are being discharged sooner because of
capacity constraints. There have been several studies on the impact of physician incentives.
In contrast to previous studies, we will focus on how the assignment of operating room time
impacts patient length of stay and patient discharges. In addition to impacting patient care,
these effects can reduce hospital efficiency.
6.1 Introduction
In a health care system that uses a fee for service model, surgical services tend to be a
primary driver of hospital revenues and profits. Profits from surgical services are used to
cross-subsidize less profitable, but still vital aspects of hospital operations. Surgeons also
derive a large portion of their personal income from the surgeries that they perform and














Figure 6.1: The post-operative path taken by patients. The dotted line is the path taken by
cardiac surgery patients and the bold path is taken by most other patients from other service
lines (e.g. general surgery or orthopedics).
an incentive to ensure that surgeries can be performed.
While an operating room is the most obvious resource necessary to perform surgery,
downstream bed capacity is also required for the patient to recover. Figure 6.1 shows two
post-operative paths: the bold line for most types of surgery and the dotted line for cardiac
surgery patients. Immediately following surgery, most patients move to the post-anesthesia
care unit (PACU) where they spend an hour or two recovering from the anesthesia. Usually,
these patients require a day or two in the surgical intensive care unit (SICU). Once they have
sufficiently recovered, the patients move to a step down unit for a few days before they are
discharged. Cardiac surgery requires specialized resources beyond those in the SICU and
so there is a dedicated cardiac surgery intensive care unit (CSICU) and a cardiac surgery
intermediate care unit (CSIMC), the step down unit of cardiac surgery. Cardiac surgery
patients move directly to the CSICU following surgery and then step down to the CSIMC
before discharge.
A segment of operating room time (frequently referred to as a “block”) is a guarantee
that a specific operating room will be available to the service line on a specific day. Each
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surgical service line (neurosurgery, orthopedic surgery, etc.) is allotted a certain quantity of
blocks throughout the week. The surgeons within the service line then schedule their indi-
vidual cases into the block time designated for the service line. Each service line’s schedule
of cases is developed independently of other service lines and generally without explicit re-
gard to the number of patients in the hospital (at least in some part because these cases
are scheduled in advance and the available capacity is not known at that time). The term
“block schedule” refers to the schedule of all the block time for all of the surgical service
lines. The block schedule is developed by a committee that considers a variety of physical
constraints and surgeon preferences, but, in general, they do not take into account system
efficiency. Thus, neither the block schedule nor the individual operating room schedule
accounts for systemwide efficiency or capacity issues.
If the hospital does not have sufficient downstream bed capacity on the day of surgery,
surgical cases are either canceled or delayed. Either of these is an expensive option and
creates problems for both the staff and patients. Therefore, it is in each surgeon’s interest to
ensure that there is capacity available on days when the surgeon is scheduled to do cases.
Previous data analysis found evidence that there are more discharges on days when the sur-
geons have blocks [29]. Because the surgeons make the operating schedule independent of
the future state of the system, it seems reasonable that one mechanism by which surgeons
could ensure bed availability would be to adjust in the length of stay for their patients. For
example, if the hospital’s post-operative beds are full, a surgeon might discharge patients
earlier than under normal conditions to make room for his cases on that day. This could
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Table 6.1: The current number of blocks given to SGL and SCS for each day of the week.
lead to patients returning to the ICU a few days later in their or an increased rate of readmis-
sions to the hospital. It also could lead to an increase in the stress and workload of clinical
staff in the downstream beds because they would be caring for higher acuity patients. To
determine if this is occurring, we looked at historical discharge data to see if the day of
discharge was related to length of stay.
The hospital analyzed in this paper is a large academic tertiary-care medical center. This
hospital uses a block schedule negotiated every three months with more than 15 blocks as-
signed to the various service lines most days. The schedules of block time for the General
Surgery (SGL) and Cardiac Surgery (SCS) groups can be found in Table 6.1. It is important
to note that the number of blocks is not uniform across the week. The fractions of a block
indicate fractions of a day that the operating room is set aside for the service line. For the




Understanding the variation in length of stay is of great interest to hospital administra-
tors and health policy makers. The literature has looked into understanding this problem
and we will discuss some of the papers here. We will also relate them to the problem of
detecting and explaining day of week variations in length of stay and discharge volume.
Both Singer et al. [23] and Strauss et al [24] discuss the rationing of intensive care
beds to maintain the flow of post-operative patients in the hospital. Both of these papers
investigate how physicians respond to a decrease in bed availability by reducing length of
stay and increasing discharges. McManus et al. [25] found that the primary driver of the
decreases in bed availability was scheduled admissions, not emergency arrivals. We extend
these works by taking a rigorous look at the impact of the surgical block schedule (there-
fore the variability resulting from scheduled admissions) on patient length of stay.
There appears to be a consensus in the literature that financial incentives impact med-
ical care. Mitchell [26] found that physician ownership of hospitals impacted utilization
and practice patterns. Levin and Rao [27] found that financial incentives resulting from
physician ownership of imaging equipment led to self-referrals and an overutilization of
imaging. Both of these works focus on how direct financial incentives impact physician
behavior. Like all economic actors, physicians respond to financial incentives. We will
focus on more indirect incentives that arise from constrained hospital resources. If there is
insufficient post-operative capacity available, surgeons generally cannot perform surgeries
because there is nowhere for the patients to recover. Because surgeons are generally paid
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per surgery, there is a financial (and medical) incentive to ensure that post-operative capac-
ity is available on days when they have surgical block time.
Length of stay prediction is an important aspect of hospital management because an
accurate estimate is needed to determine resource requirements such as nurse staffing.
Zernikow et al. [20] used a neural network to predict the length of stay of preterm neonates
(babies born prematurely). They found that data from the first day of life could be used
to predict length of stay in the neonatal intensive care unit. While their model had a high
correlation to the actual length of stay, other error metrics were relatively large. Mobley et
al. [21] also used a neural network to predict length of stay for post-coronary care patients.
Their model also had a high correlation, but other error metrics were very large relative to
the actual length of stay. Neural networks were used to predict psychiatric length of stay
by Davis et al. [28]. Their neural network model was more accurate than initial estimates
of patient length of stay made by the treatment team. None of these papers considered the
role of physician incentives in determining patient length of stay. Because the physician
is ultimately the one who is responsible for making the discharge decision, these works
omit a key component in determining the length of stay (obviously, the health state of the
patient is a primary determinant). Price et al. [29] used data mining and survival analysis to
predict CSICU capacity a few days in advance. They found evidence that the day of week
impacted discharge policy. In this chapter, we will look for impacts of the day of week on
discharge practices and explain some possible causes related to physician incentives.
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Figure 6.2: The hospital’s average utilization of post-operative beds.
6.3 Data and Methodology
In this study, we used data from the financial department of a large academic tertiary-
care medical center. The data set used in this work consisted of roughly 51 weeks of
surgical discharge data during the 2007 fiscal year (July 1st 2006 to June 30th 2007). Fig-
ure 6.2 is a histogram of the average utilization of the post operative bed utilization. We see
in this histogram that the utilization increases later in the week. As discussed in the previ-
ous section, available capacity is an important consideration in determining length of stay.
Unfortunately, time series data on utilization was not available. The variables included in
the analysis are listed below along with a brief description. Table 6.2 provides a summary











Table 6.2: Patient characteristic statistics. These represent the mean values for each vari-
able in the data set for the respective service line.
1. Race is taken to be 0 or 1. 1 represents white, while 0 represents other. The primary
other is black and there are not enough Hispanic, Asian, or others to warrant further
divisions or indicator variables.
2. Sex is taken to be 0 or 1. 1 represents male.
3. Level is the APR-DRG Severity of Illness Index and ranged from 0-3. 0 is for minor,
1 for moderate, 2 for major, and 3 for extreme.
4. Age is a non-negative integer representing the patent’s age in years rounded down (so
59 and 11 months is taken to be 59).
5. LoS is a positive real number representing the length of stay of the patient.
6. Ln(LoS) is a natural logarithm transformation of LoS and is a real number. We used
this transformation because the length of stay had a long tail and the logarithm trans-
formation produced a distribution that was closer to normal.
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7. Arrivals is a non-negative integer representing the number of patients arriving on
a given day. This is the number of patients that were admitted following surgery,
not the total number of surgical cases. Not all patients are admitted after surgery
because some are transferred to another hospital or discharged immediately because
the surgery was relatively minor.
8. Discharges is a non-negative integer representing the number of patients discharged
on a given day.
9. Blocks is the number of operating rooms assigned to a service line on a given day
(the block schedules for SCS and SGL can be found in Table 6.1).
In order to provide an in depth look at the system, our analysis will focus separately
on General Surgery and Cardiac Surgery. First, we used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
to see if there were differences in discharge volume, length of stay, and patient acuity level
between the days of the week. Next, we looked at the correlations between the variables
to get an indication of the possible relationships between them. Finally, we did a series
of regressions on Ln(LoS) and discharges to determine the magnitude and significance of
the relationships. Unless otherwise stated, the results are to a 95% confidence. The re-
gressions cannot prove causality but they can provide evidence of the impact of incentives.




General surgery includes a variety of surgical operations such as laparoscopy, hernia re-
pair, and gall bladder removal. The general surgeons at this hospital emphasizes minimally
invasive procedures. SGL patients generally use the Surgical Intensive Care Unit (SICU)
for some portion of their post-operative length of stay. Most other surgical service lines
(e.g., orthopedics or surgical oncology) also use the SICU. Therefore, the available capac-
ity is not entirely a function of SGL volume and discharge policies. In some sense, SGL
must compete with the other service lines for beds and to be assured of having available
beds when occupancy is high, the general surgeons must discharge their patients.
Figure 6.3 has some basic statistics about the general surgery service line. There appear
to be differences in discharge volume, Ln(LoS), and patient acuity level among the days of
the week. This will be tested using ANOVA. It also appears that some of the variables could
be related. We will investigate those relationships using an analysis of the correlations and
regression.
6.4.1 Differences Throughout the Week
We will use ANOVA to determine if there are statistically significant differences be-
tween characteristics of patients discharged on different days of the week. In this section,
there are three sets of ANOVA results. The first is the ANOVA for the volume of discharges
by the day of week. The second is for average length of stay and the third is for average
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Figure 6.3: Basic statistics about SGL by day of week. The bars mark one standard de-
viation from the mean. The number of blocks ranges from one to three during the week
and there are no blocks on weekends. During the week the average number of discharges
ranges from 1 to 2.5 and is substantially lower on weekends. The length of stay is quite
variable across the week as is the level of acuity.
patient acuity or level. In each case, the ANOVA rejects the null hypothesis that the groups
have identical means. This means there are statistically significant differences between the
days of the week.
Table 6.3 contains statistics about the number of discharges by day of week. The aver-
age number of discharges is much higher for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. Addition-
ally, the variance in the number of discharges is much higher for Wednesday and Thursday
than other days of the week. Table 6.4 contains statistics on the length of stay and the acuity




Sunday 51 0.82 0.79
Monday 51 1.39 1.44
Tuesday 51 1.18 1.07
Wednesday 51 2.43 2.89
Thursday 51 2.20 2.44
Friday 51 2.20 1.84
Saturday 51 1.43 1.45
Table 6.3: Discharge volume statistics. There is a clear increase in the number discharges
later in the week.
Sample Ln(LoS) Ln(LoS) Level Level
Size Average Variance Average Variance
Sunday 42 1.50 0.54 0.86 0.91
Monday 71 1.58 1.08 1.06 0.85
Tuesday 60 2.08 0.76 1.50 0.97
Wednesday 124 1.07 0.94 0.85 0.68
Thursday 113 1.22 0.94 0.80 0.98
Friday 117 1.05 1.29 0.76 0.84
Saturday 75 1.08 0.77 0.67 0.58
Table 6.4: Ln(LoS) and Level Statistics. Patients discharged on Wednesdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays have significantly lower lengths of stay than other days. Patients discharged
on Tuesdays have a significantly longer length of stay and higher acuity on average than
patients discharged on other days of the week.
longer length of stay and higher level of acuity than patients discharged on other days. The




Table 6.3 has the discharge statistics by day of week. An ANOVA rejects the notion
that the discharge volume is identical throughout the week. Later in the week, the volume
of discharges picks up. At first glance, that would seem to be natural because many of
the patients arriving earlier in the week would be ready to leave by the end of the week.
However, this ignores the facts that most of the blocks are later in the week, the peak in
average length of stay is three days long (not five days), and relatively few SGL patients
stay in the hospital for one week.
Ln(LoS)
The pattern for Ln(LoS) in the Table 6.4 data is similar to that of the number of dis-
charges. An ANOVA rejects the hypothesis that the length of stay of patients being dis-
charged is constant throughout the week. The average length of stay drops off later in the
week when the average number of discharges picks up. Therefore, there are more patients
with shorter lengths of stay being discharged later in the week when the number of blocks
for SGL reaches a peak. This dip in length of stay also corresponds to the higher level of
utilization at the end of the week seen in Figure 6.2.
Level
The ANOVA determined the acuity level is not constant throughout the week. The level
appears to peak on Tuesday and then decrease later in the week. This is not very surprising
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since length of stay peaked on Tuesday and patients with higher levels of acuity would
be expected to stay longer in the hospital. These results imply that patients with the most
severe conditions are discharged more frequently on Mondays and Tuesdays after having
spent the weekend in the hospital.
6.4.2 Relationships Between Variables
This section contains a correlation analysis of the variables. Table 6.5 has the corre-
lations for individual patent’s statistics (e.g., LoS is the patients’ length of stay). The key
finding in Table 6.5 is the strong correlation between Level and LoS. This implies that med-
ical necessity is the primary determinant of length of stay.
Table 6.6 shows the correlations for the average values of patients discharged on a given
date. For example, aLoS in Table 6.6 is the average length of stay of patients discharged
on a given date. So if one patient is discharged today with a length of stay of one day
and another patient is discharged with a length of stay of three days, the average length of
stay of patients discharged today will be two days. In this table, Arrivals is correlated with
Blocks and Discharges a day or two in advance. Blocks is also correlated with Discharges.
6.4.3 Models on Variables
The correlations indicated some possible relationships that require further investiga-
tions. This section contains the statistics from regressions on the patient characteristics and
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Race Level S ex Age
LoS -.0582 .5180 .0480 .1720
Ln(LoS ) -.0960 .6102 .1146 .2187
Age .1398 .1932 .1532 -
S ex -.0022 .1763 - -
Level -.0881 - - -
Table 6.5: This is the correlation table for individual patient statistics. The strongest corre-
lations by far are with the length of stay measures and Level. This indicates that the level
of acuity is the primary driver for patients’ length of stay.
Arrivals Blocks Discharges
aLevel .1386 .0748 .0119
aLoS −1 -.0313 .0485 -.0794
aLoS .0476 -.0059 -.0460
aLoS +1 .0182 -.1343 -.0251
aLnLoS −1 .0165 .1330 .0303
aLn(Los) .1112 -.0291 -.0799
aLnLoS +1 -.0385 -.2698 -.0896
Discharges−2 -.2256 -.1085 .0502
Discharges−1 -.0064 .0801 .0523
Discharges .1414 .2655 -
Discharges+1 .3060 .2326 -
Discharges+2 .2447 -.0234 -
Blocks−1 -.1137 - -
Blocks .4456 - -
Blocks+1 .4528 - -
Table 6.6: Correlation table for average daily statistics. For this table, aLevel indicates
the average level of patients discharged and x−1 indicates the value of x the day before.
The number of blocks has a negative correlation with the length of stay tomorrow. The
number of blocks correlates positively with the number of discharges today and discharges
tomorrow. Taken as a whole, these could imply that on days after SGL has blocks the
hospital must discharge some of these patients sooner than on other days to make room for
other incoming patients. This could in part be due to the correlation with Arrivals. Arrivals
is strongly correlated with Blocks and Discharges.
their length of stay. We include three models: two on length of stay and one on the number
of discharges.
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SGL Model 1: Ln(LoS)
To determine if the number of blocks impacts the length of stay of patients, it is nec-
essary to control for patents’ level of acuity and other characteristics. The first model that
we will use, SGL model 1, accounts for patient characteristics and looks for a relationship
between blocks and length of stay.
Ln(LoS ) = a0 + a1 ∗ Age + a2 ∗ S ex + a3 ∗ Level + a4 ∗ Race + a5 ∗ Blocks.
Appendix D has goodness of fit statistics and statistics on the coefficients. The coef-
ficient for both Level and Age are statistically significant and positive. This implies that
more severe patients have longer lengths of stay and older patients stay longer. Blocks is
not statistically significant.
SGL Model 2: Ln(LoS) with Day of Week Variables
Because the coefficient of Blocks was not statistically different from zero, we need to
look into the day of week the patients were discharged to determine if the day of week
impacts length of stay. For this set of regressions, the day of discharge was included in the
analysis as an indicator variable. This added six variables to the analysis: the days of the
week, Monday through Saturday. Monday is one if the patient was discharged on a Monday
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and zero otherwise. If the patient was discharged on a Sunday, all the day of week indicator
variables are zero. Appendix D has goodness of fit and coefficient statistics for this model.
Ln(LoS ) = a0 + a1 ∗ Age + a2 ∗ S ex + a3 ∗ Race + a4 ∗ Level + a5 ∗ Monday + ....
Again, Level and Age are statistically significant and positive. For this model, the co-
efficients for Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday were found to be statistically
significant and negative. A negative coefficient indicates the length of stay is shorter on
these days. In particular, the coefficients on Wednesday and Friday are the highest in abso-
lute magnitude. Wednesday’s coefficient could be a response to the increase in utilization
resulting from the surgeries earlier in the week (as seen in Figure 6.2). Friday’s coefficient
could imply patients are being discharged sooner than other days to get them out of the
hospital before the weekend.
SGL Model 3: Discharges
While SGL Model 1 suggests that block time does not significantly impact length of
stay, SGL Model 2 suggests that length of stay is shortened later in the week when utiliza-
tion was highest (as seen in Figure 6.2). Neither of these explain how the block schedule
affects the discharge patterns. To investigate this relationship, we developed SGL Model
3. aLevel is the average acuity level of patients being discharged on a given day of week.
Appendix D contains the regression statistics and the coefficients for SGL Model 3. For
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SGL Model 3, we used:
Discharges = a0 + a1 ∗ aLevel + a2 ∗ Arrivals + a3 ∗ Blocks.
Both the coefficients for aLevel and Blocks are statistically significant. This implies that
there are more discharges on days with more blocks even when accounting for differences
in aLevel.
6.4.4 Implications
The ANOVA results indicate that the volume of discharges, the average length of stay,
and the average acuity level vary significantly by day of week. These differences warrant
some explanation. The correlations indicate that acuity level is strongly correlated with
patient length of stay. Additionally, the number of blocks is correlated with the number
of discharges. While we cannot prove causality without a controlled experiment, a causal
relationship seems feasible. Because the number of blocks is determined in advance and
determined independent of volume considerations, this correlation implies that the number
of blocks drives the number of discharges. However, because the average acuity level of
acuity of patients discharged varied by day of the week, regression analysis was needed
to determine if the block/discharge correlation was because of the acuity level varying or
another process.
In each of the regressions, Level was included as a variable so that patient acuity would
be taken into account. The regression in SGL Model 1 finds that the number of blocks
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does not significantly impact length of stay when the acuity level is included. However, in
SGL Model 2 the coefficients for Wednesday through Saturday are significant and negative.
In particular, the coefficients for Wednesday and Friday are large in absolute magnitude.
This indicates that the LoS is shorter later in the week. SGL Model 3 indicates that the
number of discharges increases significantly on days with more blocks. So the number of
discharges increases on days with more block time and length of stay decreases on days
later in the week.
One explanation for the regression coefficients discussed above involves surgeon in-
centives. As the week progresses, the number of patients in post-operative beds increases
(SGL shares beds with other services). In order to perform additional cases later in the
week, surgeons increase the number of patients discharged by reducing patients’ lengths of
stay on these days. Thus, hospital occupancy has a strong impact on the discharge prac-
tices. This explanation accounts for all of the effects in the data discussed above.
6.5 Cardiac Surgery
Most of the cardiac surgeries performed at the hospital are either valve replacements or
bypasses. The hospital also has heart and lung transplants. An increasing number of these
surgeries are done with robot assistance. The robotic surgeries are thought to have a shorter
length of stay, but the surgical method (robotic versus traditional) was not included in the
data set. As seen in Figure 6.1, cardiac surgery does not use the SICU, unlike SGL. In-
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Figure 6.4: Basic statistics about SCS by day of week. The bars mark one standard de-
viation from the mean. The number of blocks ranges from two to three during the week
and there are no blocks on weekends. During the week the average number of discharges
ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 and is substantially lower on weekends. The average level and the
average of the natural log of length of stay appear to move together, but there also appears
to be much more variability in the length of stay.
stead, SCS uses the Cardiac Surgery Intensive Care Unit (CSICU) and the Cardiac Surgery
Intermediate Care Unit (CSIMC) for post-operative patients. Essentially, this decouples
the cardiac surgery volume from the other surgical service lines and the utilization impacts
seen in Figure 6.2. General statistics by day of week can be seen in Figure 6.4. The uti-
lization statistics for cardiac surgery post-operative units were not available and so a figure
comparable to Figure 6.2 could not be made.
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Sample
Size Sum Average Variance
Sunday 51 35 0.69 0.58
Monday 51 110 2.16 2.41
Tuesday 51 121 2.37 2.96
Wednesday 51 122 2.39 1.96
Thursday 52 95 1.83 1.99
Friday 52 123 2.37 2.59
Saturday 52 49 0.94 0.76
Table 6.7: Volume Statistics. There is a clear increase in the number discharges later in the
week.
6.5.1 Differences Throughout the Week
In this section, there are three sets of ANOVA results used to determine if there are dif-
ferences in the characteristics of SCS patients by day of discharge. The first is the ANOVA
for the volume of discharges by the day of week. Statistics about the discharges by day of
week can be found in Table 6.7. The ANOVA finds statistically significant differences and
it is clear that the weekends have substantially fewer discharges than weekdays. The sec-
ond ANOVA is for average length of stay and the third is for average patient acuity level.
Table 6.8 contains statistics on the average length of stay and acuity level of patients by day
of discharge. The acuity level appears to be constant throughout the week, but the length
of stay looks to be lower for patients discharged on weekends.
Discharge Volume
Basic statistics about the volume of discharges can be found in Table 6.7. The ANOVA
rejects the notion that the volume is identical throughout the week. The statistics for the
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Sample Ln(LoS) Ln(LoS) Level Level
Size Average Variance Average Variance
Sunday 35 1.62 1.01 1.86 0.77
Monday 110 2.17 0.46 2.04 0.77
Tuesday 123 2.15 0.54 2.15 0.64
Wednesday 122 2.03 0.80 2.12 0.80
Thursday 95 2.14 1.39 2.17 0.80
Friday 124 1.94 0.76 2.09 0.65
Saturday 49 1.79 0.53 2.04 0.91
Table 6.8: Level Statistics.
ANOVA can be found in Appendix E. The number of discharges is lower on Thursday than
on other weekdays and much lower on weekends than weekdays.
Ln(LoS)
Table 6.8 contains data on the average length of stay for patients discharged on each
day of week. Similar to the pattern in the number of discharges, the average length of stay
drops off sharply on the weekends. An ANOVA rejects the notion the length of stay is
constant across the week. The ANOVA statistics are in Appendix E.
Level
Here we are looking at the acuity of patients by day of discharge. In Table 6.8, the
level appears to be relatively constant throughout the week and the ANOVA fails to reject a
constant acuity level. This is somewhat surprising because the length of stay varies across
the week and presumably the level is a major factor in determining the length of stay. The
statistics for the ANOVA can be found in Appendix E.
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Race Level S ex Age
LoS -.1503 .3722 -.0252 -.1454
Ln(LoS ) -.1570 .4453 -.0165 -.0190
Age .2680 .0450 .0252 -
S ex .1425 -.0952 - -
Level -.1217 - - -
Table 6.9: Correlation table for individual patient statistics. The strongest correlations by
far are with the length of stay measures and the level. This indicates that the level is the
primary driver for a patient’s length of stay.
6.5.2 Relationships Between Variables
This section contains a correlation analysis of the variables. Table 6.9 has the corre-
lations for individual patient’s statistics (i.e., LoS is the patients length of stay). As with
SGL, Level is correlated with LoS.
Table 6.10 contains the correlations for the patients discharged on a given day. The
correlation between Discharges and aLn(LoS) is particularly high. This implies that the av-
erage length of stay is higher on days with more discharges, which is the opposite of SGL.
The correlation between Blocks and Discharges is also strong and positive. Thus, there are
generally more discharges on days with more blocks.
6.5.3 Models on Variables
The correlations indicate several interesting relationships that require further investiga-
tion to explain more fully. This section contains regression analysis on SCS patients. We
include three models: two on the length of stay and one on the number of discharges. The
statistics for each of the regressions can be found in Appendix E.
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Blocks Discharges Arrivals
aLevel .2416 .5263 .1964
aLoS −1 .0776 .0992 .0512
aLoS .2639 .4175 .1547
aLoS +1 .1584 .0150 .0494
aLn(LoS −1) .1585 .0002 -.0018
aLn(Los) .3109 .5752 .1892
aLn(LoS +1) .0635 .0472 .0202
Discharges−2 -.2063 -.0525 -.1364
Discharges−1 .0576 .0285 -.0055
Discharges .4193 - .3856
Discharges+1 .2042 - .1288
Discharges+2 -.0966 - -.0473
Blocks−1 - - .2258
Blocks - - .5917
Blocks+1 - - .1647
Table 6.10: Correlation table for average daily statistics. For this table, level indicates
the average level of patients discharged and x−1 indicates the value of x the day before.
Discharges is strongly correlated with Level and aLn(LoS). This is very different from SGL
where Discharges is essentially independent of aLevel and aLn(LoS). Blocks is positively
correlated with aLevel, Ln(LoS), and Discharges. This is also different from SGL.
SCS Model 1: Ln(LoS)
This model is essentially the same as SGL model 1. To determine how the number of
blocks impacts the length of stay, we control for several patient characteristics in the model.
Ln(LoS ) = a0 + a1 ∗ Age + a2 ∗ S ex + a3 ∗ Level + a4 ∗ Race + a5 ∗ Blocks.
The coefficients for Level, Race, and Blocks are statistically significant and positive. In
this case, a positive coefficient indicates Ln(LoS ) increases with the variable. A positive
coefficient for Blocks is somewhat counterintuitive because it indicates that patients are not
being discharged sooner than on days with more cardiac surgery block time to make room
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for new cases, as appears to be the case with SGL.
SCS Model 2: Ln(LoS) with day of week variables.
For this set of regressions, the day of discharge was included in the analysis. This added
six variables to the analysis: the days of the week Monday through Saturday. Monday is
one if the patient was discharged on a Monday and zero otherwise. If the patient was dis-
charged on a Sunday all the day of week indicator variables are zero.
Ln(LoS ) = a0 + a1 ∗ Age + a2 ∗ S ex + a3 ∗ Race + a4 ∗ Level + a5 ∗ Monday + ....
Again, Race, and Level are statistically significant. In this case, the coefficients for
Monday through Thursday are statistically significant and positive. The coefficient for
Monday is particularly large. This could imply that some patients are spending additional
time in the hospital over the weekends instead of being discharged.
SCS Model 3: Discharges
Like in SGL Model 3, we would like to test how the number of discharges is related
to the number of blocks and arrivals, while controlling for the level of patients. For this
model, aLevel is the average acuity level of patients being discharged on a given day of the
week.
Discharges = a0 + a1 ∗ aLevel + a2 ∗ Arrivals + a3 ∗ Blocks
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The coefficients for aLevel, Arrivals and Blocks are statistically significant and positive.
This implies that there are more discharges on days with more blocks or more arrivals.
6.5.4 Implications
The ANOVA results indicate that discharge volume and patients’ Ln(LoS) vary across
the week but the acuity level of patients does not vary significantly between days. Like
with SGL, Level and Ln(LoS) are strongly correlated. The correlation between Blocks and
Discharges is positive, as expected, but the correlation between Ln(LoS) and Blocks is also
positive, unlike SGL. Because Level is strongly correlated with LoS and Level does not
vary significantly by day of week, additional explanation is required to determine why the
length of stay and discharge volume vary by day of week. Because Level is essentially
constant throughout the week, it might be expected that LoS would also be constant. This
is not the case and requires some explanation.
Looking at the coefficients of Blocks in the SCS Model 1 regression, we see that as the
number of blocks increases the expected length of stay also increases. Because the number
of blocks varies across the week, this could explain why length of stay varies by day of
week, at least in part. Essentially, this means that the number of blocks drives the length of
stay variation across the week.
The coefficients in the SCS Model 2 regression fit with the earlier correlation and SCS
Model 1 findings. The days Monday through Thursday have the most blocks and have the
largest coefficients. The fact that the coefficient of Monday is greater than for the other
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days suggests a “weekend effect,” where patients, instead of being discharged on week-
ends, spend an extra day or two in the hospital and are discharged on Monday.
The results from SCS Model 3 indicate that the number of discharges tends to increase
with increases in the number of blocks or the number of arrivals (new surgeries). This
could imply that surgeons are discharging more patients on busier days to make room for
the incoming patients.
Both the volume of discharges and patients’ average length of stay increase on days
when there are more blocks. This could be explained if surgeons primarily discharge pa-
tients when they are pressured to do so by incoming cases from the blocks of operating
room time. Thus, patients’ lengths of stay might be artificially increased.
One explanation for these results could involve the surgeons’ schedules. Cardiac sur-
geons are quite busy with cases, clinic time, research, and teaching. If surgeons spend
more time checking in on their patients on days when they are in the operating suite (the
OR suite is only a few floors away from the CSICU, unlike the clinic which is held in a
different building), there would not be as many discharges on days with less block time
(or no block time like weekends). Unlike with SGL, SCS does not share its post-operative
units. Therefore, there is no external pressure from other service lines to discharge patients
sooner. This explanation would account for the effects seen in the data.
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6.6 Comparisons
Surgeons factor in several considerations when making discharge decisions. As dis-
cussed earlier, the primary factor for this decision is the patient’s medical state, but other
factors like block time, day of week, etc. also influence discharge practices. A key differ-
ence between the two service lines we investigated is the management of the post-operative
bed units. General surgery shares beds with other surgical services, while cardiac surgery
has dedicated post-operative units.
Let us assume patients can be discharged on the optimal day, a day early, or a day late
without serious implications. Furthermore, let us assume the average length of stay is opti-
mal.
For the most part, general surgeons do not have the option of holding patients longer
than their optimal length of stay because of the external pressures from other service lines.
Thus, when the utilization is high, the surgeons’ options are to discharge the patient on the
optimal day or a day early. When the surgeons want to improve the probability that they
will be able to create beds for their incoming patients, they will discharge patients a day
earlier than usual, if possible (they are not guaranteed to get a bed, but it does improve the
likelihood that a bed will be available). Thus, the average length of stay is shorter on days
with higher utilization (e.g., days later in the week) as seen in our analysis. Cardiac
surgeons, on the other hand, have less external pressure and so they have the option of
discharging patients a day later than optimal. Thus, cardiac surgeons can delay discharges
until they need the bed for one of their incoming surgical patients. Discharging a cardiac
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surgery patient today increases the probability that a cardiac surgery post-operative bed will
be available for a new surgery. Because the throughput is higher for general surgery than
cardiac surgery, the likelihood that a specific surgeon’s discharge will lead to an open bed
for that surgeon is higher for cardiac surgery. Additionally, because there is a slight risk
to discharging patients before the optimal day, the surgeons have a bias toward discharging
patients later. This creates a positive relationship between the number of blocks and the
length of stay as seen in the analysis.
6.7 Conclusion
Our results indicate Cardiac Surgery and General Surgery had two very different ap-
proaches to managing the volume in their service line. SGL patients tended to have shorter
lengths of stay on days when the utilization rate was highest (which corresponded to the
days with the most SGL blocks). This fact, coupled with the increase in discharge vol-
ume on days with more block time, implies that surgeons discharge patients sooner to
make room for block time. SCS discharge volume also increased on days with more block
time, but unlike with SGL the length of stay was longer on days with more block time and
arrivals. This implied that cardiac surgeons did not discharge patients quickly unless post-
operative space was needed. This would mean that cardiac surgeons generally discharge
patients when they need the room for more patients. Essentially both tend to discharge
more patients on days when they have more block time, but the length of stay results imply
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SGL surgeons increase discharges by reducing length of stay. On the other hand, it appears
that SCS surgeons increase discharges when they have block time by keeping patients until
they need the room.
This work implies that surgeons’ incentives can impact the discharge policy. Addition-
ally, physician incentives should be taken into account when predicting length of stay and
capacity. If post-operative beds are shared, there is an incentive to discharge patients when
the service line has block time and the post-operative bed utilization is high. If there is a
dedicated post-operative unit, there is no incentive to discharge patients unless the space is
required for incoming patients, potentially increasing patient length of stay. For the same
reasons, these incentives should be included when generating the block schedule. This
work can also be used to develop performance expectations related to discharge practices.
Further work should be done to determine the impact that these processes have on patient
care and how the surgeons’ incentives can be aligned with the hospitals’ to improve the
flow of patients through the post-operative units.
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Chapter 7
Reducing Boarding in a Post-Anesthesia
Care Unit
When operating room schedules in hospitals are produced, the constraints and pref-
erences of surgeons and hospital workers are a primary consideration. The downstream
impact on post-operative bed availability is often ignored. This can lead to the boarding
of patients overnight in the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) because intensive care unit
(ICU) beds are unavailable.
In this paper, we apply integer programming and simulation to develop improved surgi-
cal scheduling assignments. The goal is to do a better job of balancing new surgeries with
hospital discharges in order to reduce the variability of occupied beds from one day to the
next and, as a result, to reduce boarding in the PACU.
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7.1 Introduction
Operating room (OR) time is a very valuable and scarce resource in hospitals. When
an OR is scheduled, a surgical team of surgeons, anesthetists, nurses, and skilled hospital
workers is assigned to the room.
Surgical services are a key generator of revenue. They are frequently expected to subsi-
dize vital service lines (i.e., other hospital departments) that are less profitable. If hospitals
can learn to utilize their OR time more effectively, they can serve more patients and serve
them better. In this paper, we seek to make progress in this direction by reducing the impact
of the bottleneck caused by limited post-operative bed availability.
First, we review the paths taken from OR to recovery by surgical patients. Immediately
following surgery, patients recover in the post-anesthesia care unit until the effects of anes-
thesia wear off. After an hour or two of recovery in the PACU, patients typically move to a
downstream bed, as seen in Figure 7.1. In particular, most patients move to an ICU bed for
a few days and then to a NonICU bed. Some patients do not require an ICU bed, so they
move directly to a NonICU bed. The NonICU beds can be intermediate care or floor beds.
When patients are discharged from the NonICU beds, they go home or to another facility.
The exact path and length of stay (LoS) varies greatly between service lines and to a lesser
extent within a service line.
If some patients cannot leave the PACU by the end of the day because downstream beds
are unavailable, they must spend the night in the PACU. This is referred to as PACU board-






Figure 7.1: The possible paths for post-operative surgical patients. Most patients go to the
intensive care unit after they recover in the PACU, but some go straight to an intermediate
care bed.
constraints on the OR schedule. PACU boarding is undesirable for several reasons. First,
it increases stress on the staff because it is unplanned and an overnight shift for the PACU
must be arranged, usually at the last minute. Second, there is evidence that PACU boarding
extends a patient’s length of stay and increases hospital costs (see Zollinger et al. [30]).
The total length of stay is increased because the PACU cannot provide the specialized care
delivered in an ICU. Some treatments required by a recovering surgical patient cannot be-
gin until the patient has entered the ICU. So, the time spent in the PACU does not replace
time in the ICU. Thus, the time spent boarded in the PACU adds to the total length of stay.
The extra time in the hospital increases the total cost of care (extra resources are devoted
to the patient) and this cost is transferred to the patient. Third, PACU boarding can have a
negative impact on new surgical cases.
The negative impact emerges in the following way. Sometimes, post-operative beds do
not become available quickly enough. The PACU becomes full and cannot accept addi-
tional patients from the OR. Therefore, patients must recover in their ORs and all ORs go
on hold. This means that new surgeries are not allowed to begin in any OR.
The limited capacity of the PACU becomes a major bottleneck as it impacts the uti-
lization of the OR. In order to address the boarding problem, an accurate model of patient
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flows is required. This model can be used to test proposed solutions. We were asked to de-
velop this model by hospital administrators at the University of Maryland Medical Center
(UMMC).
A key factor related to boarding is the variability in demand for beds from one day to
the next. The variability in patient flow can be divided into two types: natural and artifi-
cial. Emergency surgeries create a natural variability in the number of occupied beds (the
hospital census) that is beyond the control of the surgeons and hospital administrators. In
contrast, imbalances in the scheduled caseload across the days of the week generate an arti-
ficial variability which can lead to boarding; this can potentially be controlled. The overall
system may be operating below capacity. However, if, on certain days of the week (due to
scheduling), there are significantly more surgical patients arriving than the average number,
then boarding is more likely to occur. In Figure 7.2, we show how boarding varied in 2007
and 2008 at UMMC.
We can also focus on the utilization of hospital beds over the days of the week. In
Figure 7.3, the pattern of rising utilization throughout the week followed by a drop over
the weekend is largely a product of artificial variability (artificial because it is a result of
human decision-making as opposed to natural processes). The spike in utilization late in
the week indicates that the arrival of patients is not matched with patient discharges. If the
flow of patients into the post-operative units was matched with the flow out, the utilization
level would not have such a spike. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 both indicate that there are problems
with the flow of patients through the hospital system.
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Figure 7.2: The average number of boarders in the PACU per day for each month in the
2007 (dashed line) and 2008 (solid line) fiscal years.
Figure 7.3: The average percent utilization of post-operative beds by day of week.
One source of artificial variability, that is a potential roadblock to the effective schedul-
ing of surgeries, is the use of block schedules. Blocks of OR time are assigned to various
surgical services. Each block gives a particular service line (e.g., orthopedics) a specific
operating room on a specific day. Individual surgeons are then assigned operating time
inside the relevant block for their cases.
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In general, surgeons prefer a block schedule because it provides them with a predictable
work week (they know exactly which days they will be in the OR). Unfortunately, block
schedules can produce problems. If several high-volume service lines are given blocks on
the same day, the overall volume (number of surgeries) on these days is likely to be above
average. Without sufficient hospital discharges to accommodate the volume of arriving pa-
tients, boarding and OR holds are more likely. In order to address this problem, we have
developed a new approach to surgical scheduling.
7.2 Literature Review
Several authors have addressed the issues of scheduling block time and the variability
of hospital surgical volume. Some have used mathematical programming techniques to
improve scheduling.
Blake and Carter [31] use a goal programming model to assign resources to various
service lines in a large Canadian hospital with the intent of reducing costs. Contrary to the
conventional wisdom in the hospital, the results of their analysis indicated that non-vital
departments such as ophthalmology should not be cut back because they bring in sufficient
revenue without using too many resources. They also determined that, the hospital’s tho-
racic surgery department, originally thought to be vital, should be cut back because it was
too resource intensive. In related work, Blake and Donald [32] use integer programming
to assign surgical resources with the purpose of maximizing revenue. Sier et al. [33] use
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simulated annealing to assign surgical resources (e.g., operating room time) in order to
maximize profit.
Jebali et al. [34] assign OR time to specific surgeons based on their availability and
other requirements to minimize the cost of running the hospital. First, surgeons are given
hours in a specific OR for a given day. Second, the assigned operations are sequenced to
minimize overtime. The authors use mixed integer programming and find this approach to
be very effective in minimizing costs related to the operating room.
Dexter et al. [35] use an on-line bin-packing approach to assign surgical cases with the
goal of maximizing the use of OR capacity. In simulated tests, their approach results in a
higher utilization and throughput. However, the simulation did not take into account the
downstream bottlenecks in the system.
McManus et al. [25] find large variability in the daily surgical caseloads and relate this
variability to problems in the downstream ICU. The most interesting result of their work
involves the nature of the variability. The variability of the patient flow is more highly cor-
related with the scheduled caseload than the unscheduled (emergency) volume. This means
that most of the variability comes from the schedule developed within the hospital. Thus,
their statistical analysis indicates that improving the surgical schedule is needed to reduce
the variability of the patient flow and related problems.
Belien and Demeulemeester [36] outline several approaches to generating surgical sched-
ules that minimize the maximal bed occupancy. This problem is analogous to minimizing
the maximum expected number of boarders in the PACU. They develop several integer pro-
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gramming models to minimize the maximum occupancy using hospital data. Their work
uses hospital data, but they do not test their models using simulation.
Santibanez et al. [37] use a mixed integer programming model to explore trade-offs in
efficiency when assigning block time. They seek to develop schedules that minimize the
maximum occupancy. In practice, it is difficult to generate an optimal solution. Most hos-
pitals do not have access to the software or expertise to use a mathematical programming
approach.
In the remainder of this chapter, we develop a flexible approach that generates a surgical
schedule for UMMC. In Section 7.3, we describe the data set that we use in our analysis. In
Section 7.4, we argue that the grouping of surgical service lines provides a desirable degree
of flexibility. In Section 7.5, we formulate an integer program (IP) to develop a surgical
block schedule. We use the optimal solution from this IP as a starting point to develop
rules of thumb for constructing a more flexible block schedule in Section 7.6. In Section
7.7, we perturb the historical block schedule by swapping blocks using our rules of thumb
as a guideline. In Section 7.8, we compare a number of different schedules using simulated
data.
7.3 Data Set
Our data set contained detailed information on every surgical patient from January 2007
to May 2007 at UMMC including the length of time the operating room was occupied for
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Surgery Time Mean LoS Mean Patients Standard Deviation
Service Line (Minutes) (Days) per Week of Patients per Week
Gynecology 108.36 1.18 11 3.42
Ophthalmology 88.90 0.33 10 4.46
Urology 160.71 1.85 14 3.23
General 179.37 3.08 22 5.71
Oral 191.56 3.60 19 3.68
Otolaryngology 138.09 2.49 29 6.06
Plastic 194.08 3.22 17 4.99
Vascular 182.09 4.31 9 2.48
Neurosurgery 229.66 5.35 27 3.29
Organ Transplant 216.74 6.91 13 4.61
Orthopedics 207.71 4.88 54 7.69
Surgical Oncology 225.82 4.74 10 3.74
Thoracic 202.38 5.15 7 1.73
Table 7.1: Summary statistics for 13 service lines from January 2007 to May 2007.
each surgery (measured as the time the patient enters the OR until the patient leaves the OR)
and the time the patient spent in a post-operative bed (measured as the time from PACU
discharge to discharge from the hospital). Summary statistics for 13 service lines are given
in Table 7.1.
It is important to note the variability in the number of patients per week within each
service line. The last two columns in Table 7.1 contain the average number of patients per
week and the standard deviation of the number of patients per week for each service line.
There is clearly a difference in both the average flow of patients and the variability of the
flow across the service lines. To better illustrate this variability, in Figure 7.4, we show the
number of patients per week for the orthopedics, general, and ophthalmology service lines.
As discussed in the work by McManus et al. [25], high variability can cause problems with
scheduling because the exact amount of OR time required is dependent on the number and
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Figure 7.4: The number of surgeries per week performed by the orthopedics (solid line),
general (dashed line), and ophthalmology (dotted line) service lines between January 2007
and May 2007.
the specific nature of the cases. The greater variability in each service line’s case volume
increases the difficulty in determining the post-operative resource requirements (ICU beds,
staffing levels, etc.). This variability can also exacerbate the problem of bed capacity. For
example, if multiple service lines have high volume weeks, it might not be possible to
accommodate all patients without boarding.
7.4 Grouping the Service Lines
UMMC administrators preferred to block schedule groups of service lines instead of
individual service lines. This provided them with flexibility when developing a schedule.
With this preference in mind, we clustered the patients into three groups with similar vol-
ume and length-of-stay characteristics. The first group has gynecology, ophthalmology,
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and urology. Patients in this group have relatively short lengths of stay with relatively high
volumes. The second group contains general, oral, otolaryngology, plastic, and vascular
surgeries. The third group has neurosurgery, oncology, organ transplant, orthopedics, and
thoracic surgeries. This group has patients with lower volumes and longer lengths of stay.
We did not include cardiac surgery and pediatric surgery because these service lines have
their own ICU and NonICU beds and do not use the PACU.
The block schedule from January 2007 to August 2007 is displayed in Table 7.2. We
refer to this as the historical schedule. The base unit of the schedule is one operating room
for an entire day every week. Some service lines receive an operating room for only the
morning or the afternoon, which is denoted by a half-block. The schedule is made for a
five-week period and some groups are not given the operating room every week. Because
one half-day per five-week period is the smallest unit allowed, we will work with a tenth of
a block.
Table 7.3 has data about each of the groups collected from the primary data set and the
block schedule. The minimum, maximum, and required OR times were determined from
the historical block schedule. A minimum number of blocks must be assigned to certain
service lines each day because they need available operating room time every day to meet
demand. For example, neurosurgery has two blocks every day of the week. Each service
line has a maximum number of blocks each day. In order to meet demand, the schedule is
required to assign a certain number of blocks to each service line. In Figure 5, we show
a graphical representation of the historical schedule in terms of each group. The size of
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Service Line Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Gynecology 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.0 3.6
Ophthalmology 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 2.1
Urology 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 5.4
Group 1 Totals 2.3 3.0 1.6 2.6 1.6 11.1
General 1.0 2.0 1.6 2.0 2.9 9.5
Oral 2.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.6 5.6
Otolaryngology 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 8.0
Plastic 1.4 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.5 3.0
Vascular 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.5
Group 2 Totals 6.9 6.5 5.2 5.0 7.0 30.6
Neurosurgery 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 10.0
Organ Transplant 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.2 4.2
Orthopedics 2.0 2.0 1.4 2.0 1.4 8.8
Surgical Oncology 0.5 0.0 0.5 2.0 1.6 4.6
Thoracic 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.6
Group 3 Totals 5.5 5.6 5.9 8.0 6.2 31.2
Total 14.7 15.1 12.7 15.6 14.8 72.9
Table 7.2: The block schedule for January 2007 to August 2007. Each entry is the number
of operating rooms blocked for a service line on each day of the week over five weeks.
Minimum Maximum Total ICU NonICU Total Patients
Blocks Blocks Blocks LoS LoS LoS per Block
Group 1 1.0 5.0 11.1 0 1 1 2.5
Group 2 2.0 13.0 30.6 1 2 3 1.5
Group 3 3.0 15.0 33.2 2 3 5 1.25
Table 7.3: Basic statistics about each group. Minimum, maximum, and total blocks were
determined from the historical block schedule. The values for ICU LoS, NonICU LoS, and
Total LoS are the median values and were rounded to the nearest whole day. The number
of patients per block was estimated by dividing the length of surgical day by the mean set
up time plus the mean case time plus the mean clean up time.
each group is proportional to the number of blocks assigned to that group on that day. The
number of blocks assigned to each group is also displayed in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: A graphical representation of the historical block schedule.
7.5 Developing Block Schedules
The problem of PACU borders arises when more patients arrive into the PACU than
leave in one day. If the arrivals into the PACU were exactly matched with hospital de-
partures, PACU boarding could be avoided and the utilization of beds could remain high
because each discharge would make room for a new surgical case. In practice, there are
two flows of patients: the ICU flow and the NonICU flow. Boarding is due to insufficient
ICU beds or insufficient NonICU beds. Furthermore, if the NonICU beds are full, then the
ICU patients cannot be transferred to a NonICU bed. This leaves a patient in an ICU bed
when a NonICU bed should be used, because there are no available NonICU beds. Keeping
patients in ICU beds when they do not need that level of care is wasteful because the ICU
beds are an extremely scarce resource and this exacerbates the problem with the ICU flow.
When ICU patients can’t move from ICU beds to NonICU beds, there is a higher probabil-
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ity there will be PACU boarders because the ICU capacity has effectively been reduced.
We need to determine how to balance the flow of arrivals into the units with the flow of
departures out of the units. One way to achieve this balance is to improve the block sched-
ule. We now develop an integer program for the block assignment problem. The blocks
are assigned to match the flow into the ICU with the flow out of the ICU. Our initial ex-
perimentation indicated that including the flow of NonICU beds in the IP did not improve
the results. Essentially, if the patient flow into and out of ICU beds is well-balanced, then
the flow into and out of the NonICU beds also tends to be well-balanced. Furthermore, the
PACU boarding of patients who belong in ICU beds is more detrimental to patient care.
Therefore, we focus on the flow of ICU patients in our IP model. An additional benefit is
that the size of the IP is reduced.
Let bi j be the number of blocks assigned to group i on day j and ni be the total number
of blocks group i requires. We define nOR to be the number of ORs available. Based on the
UMMC data, there were 16 ORs available daily. The minimum and maximum number of
blocks that can be assigned to group i are Mini and Maxi, respectively. The average ICU
length of stay for patients in group i is given by µi. The expected value for the number of
patients in one block of group i is represented by λi. The expected number of arrivals on
day j is the sum over all the groups of the number of blocks for a group multiplied by the
expected number of patients per block (
∑
i λibi j). If patients of group i are expected to stay
µi days in the ICU, the patients discharged from the ICU on day j are expected to have








j ) is the negative (positive) change in the ICU census (the num-
ber of occupied ICU beds) on day j. If the ICU was full on day j − 1, ICU+j would be the
number of patients boarded in the PACU on day j because ICU+j is the number of patients
arriving in the ICU minus the number discharged. The values of Mini, Maxi, ni, λi, and µi
are given in Table 3. ICU−j , and ICU
+
j are nonnegative integer variables. On each weekday
j, bi j can take nonnegative integer values between Mini and Maxi for each service line i.








bi j = ni ∀i (7.2)
∑
i






λibi( j−µi) + ICU
−
j − ICU+j = 0 ∀ j (7.4)
Mini ≤ bi j ≤ Maxi ∀i, j (7.5)
ICU−j , ICU
+
j , bi j ≥ 0 and integer ∀i, j. (7.6)
The objective (7.1) minimizes the number of expected arrivals (new surgical cases,
∑
i λibi j)
beyond the expected number of discharges (patients that have spent enough time in the
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ICU to have recovered,
∑
i λibi( j−µi)). The objective function does not explicitly minimize
the number of boarders; it matches the flow of patients into the ICU with the flow out of
the ICU. Because of the high utilization rate of the post-operative beds, this objective is
roughly equivalent to minimizing the number of boarders, but the formulation is simpler.
Note that if we could could push the objective function value to near-zero, PACU boarding
would essentially vanish. That is, by reducing the spikes in the ICU census, we reduce
PACU boarding. Constraint (7.2) ensures that each group’s demand for blocks is met. Con-
straint (7.3) ensures that there can be no more blocks assigned in one day than there are
available operating rooms. Constraint (7.4) matches the expected number of ICU patients
arriving (
∑
i λibi j) with the expected number of ICU patients being discharged from the
ICU (
∑
i λibi( j−µi)). The ICU
−
j − ICU+j portion of equation (7.4) determines the imbalance
between arrivals and departures on day j. Certain service lines require a minimum number
of blocks in a day. For staffing reasons, each group has a maximum number of blocks that
can be used in one day. Constraint (7.5) restricts the number of blocks assigned to a group
to be within the maximum and minimum allowable values. Constraint (7.6) ensures that
ICU−j , ICU
+
j , and bi j are nonnegative and integer.
The IP for the UMMC problem has 15 variables (5 weekdays × 3 groups) and 28 con-
straints (three from (7.2), five from (7.3), five from (7.4), and 15 from (7.5)). Our IP is
simpler than the formulations in [36, 37]. The exact formulation used for UMMC can be
found in Appendix ??.
It is important to clarify how we adjust the data and model to exclude consideration of
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Service Line Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 3.1 5.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 5.8 12.0 7.1 3.7 2.0 30.6
Group 3 9.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 13.0 31.2
Total 16.0 16.0 13.2 11.7 16.0 72.9
Table 7.4: The number of blocks assigned to each group on Monday to Friday. Entries are
based on the optimal solution to the integer program.
NonICU beds. Suppose Group 1 patients typically move directly from the PACU to Non-
ICU beds. In our IP model, they exit the hospital system from the PACU. Suppose other
patients typically spend three days in ICU beds and then two days in NonICU beds. In our
model, after three days in ICU beds, these patients would exit the hospital system.
Using the data from January 2007 to May 2007 to determine the required number
of blocks, the integer program was solved using CPLEX [38] and SCIP [39], a non-
commercial IP solver (see http://scip.zib.de/ for details). We chose a freely available,
non-commercial solver (as opposed to a commercial solver) to show administrators that
sophisticated, no-cost software was readily available to solve their problem.
In Table 7.4, we show the number of blocks assigned to each service line on Monday
to Friday based on the optimal solution to our IP. A graphical representation of the block
schedule is shown in Figure 7.6. We point out that we scaled the bi j variables when we
solved our IP in order to maintain integrality. For example, the optimal value for Group 2
on Monday in the IP solution is 58 which is 5.8 blocks in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.6: A graphical representation of the number of blocks assigned to each group as
determined by the optimal solution to the IP.
7.6 Rules of Thumb
The hospital administrators liked the IP model, but wanted more flexibility in setting
block schedules. The IP cannot take all constraints and preferences into account because
not all are known until the schedule is negotiated with the heads of each surgical service
line. By using groups of service lines instead of individual service lines, flexibility was
increased, but that still might not be good enough. If a surgical service line cannot accept
the IP schedule for any reason, the schedule is infeasible. For instance, if the clinic schedule
prevents the Group 1 service lines from assigning their designated blocks on Thursdays,
the IP model would be infeasible. While it is unrealistic to expect a series of IPs to be
formulated and solved over the course of the block schedule meeting (which lasts several
hours), the optimal solution to the IP can be used to provide managerial insight and serve as
a starting point for an implementable schedule. In other words, the patterns emerging from
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the IP solution (e.g., see Figure 6) were useful and revealing, but typically not immediately
implementable. If a flexible set of rules of thumb could be generated, these rules could be
applied during the meeting to construct a final schedule.
First, we made some basic observations about the IP solution. Most of Group 1’s blocks
should be on Wednesday and Thursday. For Group 2, Tuesday is a high volume day and
Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday are moderate volume days. Monday and Friday are
high volume days for the Group 3 service lines. Given these observations, we created
general guidelines or rules of thumb and demonstrated their use to administrators. The
rules and incremental results are presented next.
1. Meet the minimum daily demand requirements for each service line using the mini-
mum block numbers from Table 7.3. In this case, we assigned more blocks to Group
3 because a primary complaint with the IP schedule involved the lack of Group 3
mid-week block time.
Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0
Group 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 10.0
Group 3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 20.0
Total 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 35.0
2. Split the block time for Group 1 between Wednesday and Thursday.
3. Schedule as many Group 2 blocks as possible on Tuesday. Hospital administrators
thought that there were too many blocks assigned to the Group 2 service lines on
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Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 4.1 4.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 10.0
Group 3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 20.0
Total 7.0 7.0 10.1 10.0 7.0 41.1
Tuesday (12 blocks in the IP solution). Therefore, we reduced the maximum capacity
from 12 blocks to 9 blocks.
Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 4.1 4.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 2.0 9.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 17.0
Group 3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 20.0
Total 7.0 14.0 10.1 10.0 7.0 48.1
4. Spread the remaining Group 2 block time across Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 4.1 4.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 6.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 3.6 30.6
Group 3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 20.0
Total 11.0 14.0 14.1 14.0 8.6 61.7
5. Schedule as many of the Group 3 blocks as possible on Monday and Friday. Because
of the limited OR capacity, the maximum number of blocks that can be scheduled on
one day is 16. Thus, no more than 9 blocks may be assigned to Group 3 on Monday.
A graphical representation of the block schedule after applying the five rules of thumb
is shown in Figure 7.7. This figure looks quite similar to the schedule in Figure 7.6. This
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Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 4.1 4.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 6.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 3.6 30.6
Group 3 9.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 10.2 31.2
Total 16.0 14.0 14.1 14.0 14.8 72.9
similarity indicates that the rules gave additional flexibility to the administrators, but re-
sulted in a schedule that has a similar structure to the optimal schedule developed by the IP.
Figure 7.7: A graphical representation of a block schedule constructed using the rules of
thumb approach.
7.7 Revising the Historical Schedule
Because the historical schedule is very different from the IP schedule, the hospital ad-
ministrators were concerned that the heads of the surgical service lines would reject the
schedules developed by the IP model or the rules-of-thumb approach. The total absolute
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Service Lines Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.3 3.0 2.6 2.6 1.6 11.1
Group 2 5.9 7.5 5.2 7.0 5.0 30.6
Group 3 7.5 4.6 4.9 6.0 8.2 31.2
Total 14.7 15.1 12.7 15.6 14.8 72.9
Table 7.5: Entries are the number of blocks assigned to each group on Monday to Friday
based on the swaps using the schedule from the rules-of-thumb approach.
deviation of the historical schedule from the IP schedule (
∑
i, j |IP bi j − historical bi j|) is
43.6 blocks (there are a total of 72.6 blocks). The total absolute deviation for the rules of
thumb approach from the IP schedule is 16.2 blocks (33.2 blocks from the historical sched-
ule). Because the various stakeholders (e.g., administrators and surgeons) have different
objectives, a complete revision of the block schedule, even with the added flexibility of
the rules-of-thumb approach, might be difficult to implement. Therefore, we began to look
for small revisions to the historical schedule that could result in significant improvements
to its effectiveness. Using the rules-of-thumb schedule as a guide, we looked for swaps
(exchanges) that could reduce the number of boarders. Based on the suggestions of the
hospital administrators, we considered three types of swaps.
1. One Group 1 block on Monday for one Group 3 block on Wednesday.
2. One Group 2 block on Monday for one Group 3 block on Tuesday.
3. Two Group 3 blocks on Thursday for two Group 2 blocks on Friday.
The results from revising the historical schedule are given in Table 7.5.
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7.8 Comparisons on Simulated Data
There are two concerns with the IP model: it uses deterministic values for length of stay
and it omits the NonICU flow. We constructed a simulation model to test the IP schedule
against other scheduling approaches. Discrete event simulation allows us to use the data set
covering five months of surgical cases for additional experiments. Without simulation we
could not compare schedules because the historical data (based on expected values) does
not account for the stochastic nature of a patient’s length of stay (recall that in Sections 7.5,
7.6, and 7.7, we assume that the length of stay for each group of patients is deterministic.)
As discussed in Section 5, the IP focuses on the flow of patients into and out of the ICU.
While this is the primary source of PACU boarding, the flow of patients into and out of the
NonICU beds must also be taken into account. A simulation allows us to include this flow
and conduct an analysis using thousands of months of hypothetical data.
The simulation was designed in MATLAB [40]. In each block of OR time, a random
number of cases were performed based on the historical volume distribution for the group
assigned to the block. These volume distributions were created using the number of cases
per block for each group from the primary data set (January 2007 to May 2007). Each case
represents a single patient with a total LoS based upon the empirical LoS distribution for
the group. Consistent with administrators’ impressions of length-of-stay patterns and the
available data, the ICU LoS was randomly distributed between one-sixth and one-half of
the total LoS (we assumed a uniform distribution). The remaining LoS was used for the
NonICU LoS. Each patient’s LoS values were rounded to the nearest whole day.
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We are interested in the steady-state behavior of the post-operative patient flow. In order
to eliminate transient effects, the simulation was warmed up for five weeks (35 days). Data
was then collected for the next 10 weeks (70 days). The simulation was run 10,000 times
for each scheduling approach and the results were averaged.
For our analysis, we focused on the number of boarders and the variability in the census.
The census is the number of patients in a unit and the capacity is the number of patients
that a unit can hold. We calculated the number of boarders on a given day i using equation
(7.7):
Boardersi = Max(CensusICU −CapacityICU , 0). (7.7)
Patients are boarded when the census (CensusICU) is greater than the hospital’s capacity
(CapacityICU). In addition to boarders, we examined the standard deviation of the ICU
census to determine if the variability had been reduced.
The simulation results are given in Table 7.6. The hospital had 31 ICU beds for the
13 service lines. We report the mean, 5th percentile, and 95th percentile of the number of
boarders per day and the mean and standard deviation of the ICU census. In Table 7.6, we
show results from the historical schedule, the schedule constructed from the IP solution,
the schedule developed using the rules-of-thumb approach, and the revision of the histor-
ical schedule. We also give the results of an even schedule that distributes each group’s
blocks equally across the week. The schedules produced by Even, IP, Thumb, and Revised
do a better job of reducing the number of boarders and reducing the standard deviation in
the census than the historical schedule. The fact that there was very little difference be-
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Bottom 5% Mean Top 95% Mean Census
Schedule Boarders Boarders Boarders Census Standard Deviation
Historical 3.357 4.670 6.057 30.933 11.702
Even 3.200 4.501 5.886 30.939 11.365
IP 2.700 4.003 5.500 30.943 10.758
Thumb 2.729 4.024 5.457 30.939 10.649
Revised 3.071 4.316 5.686 30.929 11.107
Table 7.6: These are the averages for 10,000 runs of the simulation representing a 10-week
period with a capacity of 31 beds. Historical refers to the block schedule currently in use.
Even distributes the blocks evenly across the week. IP is the block schedule generated from
the IP model. Thumb is the schedule based on the rules of thumb derived from the IP model
solution. Revised is the revision of the historical schedule generated by applying swaps.
Boarders were calculated using equation (7.7). Bottom 5% Boarders (Top 95% Boarders)
is the 5th (95th) percentile of boarders from the 10,000 runs. Mean Boarders is the mean
number of boarders per day. Mean Census is the average daily ICU census and Census
Standard Deviation is the standard deviation in the daily census.
tween the IP schedule and the rules-of-thumb schedule indicates that the IP solution is not
very sensitive to minor changes as long as the general guidelines from the rules-of-thumb
approach are followed. The lack of sensitivity is important because the schedule developed
from the IP model might not be implementable. By making simple swaps to the historical
schedule, the revised historical schedule achieves significant reductions in boarders over
both the historical and the even schedules. Furthermore, the revised schedule has a much
better chance of acceptance by surgeons, hospital staff, and administrators because it only
requires a few swaps of blocks between groups.
The efficiency of a change in the schedule can be thought of as the average reduc-
tion in boarders per week per swap from the historical schedule. That is, efficiency =
Weekly Reduction
Swaps . If the hospital decided to maintain the current level of boarding as in the his-
torical schedule by admitting additional surgical patients, there would be an increase in the
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Potential
Weekly Standard Increase in
Schedule Swaps Reduction Deviation Efficiency Net Revenue
IP 22 4.69 10.76 0.21 $3.5 million
Thumb 16 4.55 10.65 0.28 $3.4 million
Revised 4 2.45 11.11 0.61 $1.8 million
Table 7.7: Comparing schedules in five ways. Swaps is the number of block swaps required
to transform the schedule into the historical schedule. Weekly reduction is the average
number of fewer boarders per week as determined by the simulation. Efficiency is the
weekly reduction divided by swaps. Potential increase in net revenue was determined by
multiplying the weekly reduction in borders by the number of weeks in a year (50) and an
estimate of the hospital’s average net revenue per surgical case ($15, 000). If the hospital
maintained the same level of boarding as in historical system by increasing the patients
in the system, the potential increase in net revenue would be the resulting increase in the
hospital’s profit.
hospital’s surgical volume resulting in an increase in the net revenue from the additional
surgeries. An estimate of this value can be calculated, by multiplying the estimated addi-
tional capacity (the reduction in boarders) and the net revenue per case. Thus, the potential
annual increase in net revenue would be 50×fewer boarders per week×$15, 000 (see Table
7.7).
7.9 Conclusions and Further Work
Our work has demonstrated that a simple IP can generate a practical and implementable
block schedule using rules of thumb. Our revised schedule showed that a small number of
easy alterations have a large impact in reducing the number of boarders. By considering
the patient flow of all service lines together, decisions can be made to reduce the number
of boarders. This highlights the need for a systemwide approach to improve hospital per-
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formance.
By assigning the surgical block time to improve the flow of patients through the sys-
tem, UMMC can greatly reduce the number of boarders. Our work showed that matching
patient inflow and outflow can be effective in reducing boarders. In particular, even if the
variability in arrivals were reduced to zero, there would still be boarders in the PACU un-
less the arrivals and departures were exactly matched.
Further work is needed to determine additional steps that could be taken to maintain
throughput while reducing boarding. A simulation platform could be used to test the ef-
fects of adding beds, adding operating rooms, and altering the number of operating room
blocks for a given service line.
UMMC has been looking into using the rules-of-thumb approach to determine how to
adjust the block schedule. We have had several meetings with hospital administrators and




Improving health care efficiency is becoming an increasingly important part of the
health care policy debate in the United States. In order to expand health care access while
maintaining some semblance of fiscal responsibility and the current quality, hospital sys-
tems must be more efficient. In this dissertation, we have investigated approaches to im-
proving collection of blood donations, delivery of emergency supplies, and patient flow
using techniques from mathematics and operations research.
We analyzed different optimization problems using a variety of techniques. The work
on the travelling salesman problem with a center looked at the balance between different
objectives and found the “best” tours for the TSPwC are highly dependent on the relative
weightings. The TVP work found a similar sensitivity though the behavior was different.
The hospital work also used optimization in addition to data analysis and simulation. We
determined the optimal bed mix for the cardiac surgery post-operative units using a sim-
ulation model. The prediction work failed to accurately determine the future census in
practical tests, but this failure highlighted some behaviors related to the discharge practices
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that needed some explanation. We looked into these discharge practices and found that the
current scheduling approach caused problems with patient flow. In the scheduling chapter,
we looked into practical approaches to improving patient flow. Through many iterations
and tests, we found scheduling approaches that can practically alleviate some of the prob-
lems associated with the discharge practices that we analyzed.
Each of these pieces highlights the usefulness of applying techniques from mathematics








(ωxi + (1 − ω)x j − xc)2 + (ωyi + (1 − ω)y j − yc)2dω, we should first use
some trigonometry. Looking at Figure A.1, it should be clear that the length of the dotted



















This can be used to find the mean return time for a vehicle travelling between two
nodes. By averaging over each pair of nodes in a tour, we have the mean return time for a
tour.
Figure A.1: Here i and j are nodes, c is the center, and ∗ is a point along the edge (i, j).
dn(i, j) is the nearest point distance along this edge. α is the angle between (i, c) and dn(i, j),




This is a partial list of CPT Codes and the abbreviation used in the clustering with some
explanation.
Bypasses
1C 36.11 Aortocoronary Bypass 1 Coronary Artery
2C 36.12 Aortocoronary Bypass 2 Coronary Artery
3C 36.13 Aortocoronary Bypass 3 Coronary Artery
4C 36.14 Aortocoronary Bypass 4+ Coronary Artery
1M 36.15 1 Internal Mammary-Coronary Bypass




Hrt 37.51 Heart Transplantation
Lung Transplantation
Lng 33.51 Unilat Lung Transplant
Lng 33.52 Bilat Lung Transplant
VAD
VAD 37.66 Insertion of Implantable Heart Assist System
VAD 86.07 Insert Vascular Assistance Device
Replacements
Rpl 35.2 Replacement of Unspecified Heart Valve
Rpl 35.21 Replacement of Aortic Valve with Tissue Graft
Rpl 35.22 Other Replacement of Aortic Valve
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Rpl 35.23 Replacement of Mitral Valve with Tissue Graft
Rpl 35.24 Other Replacement of Mitral Valve





Vp 35.11 Open Aortic Valvuloplasty
Vp 35.12 Open Mitral Valvuloplasty
Vp 35.13 Open Pulmonary Valvuloplasty
Vp 35.14 Open Tricus Valvuloplasty
Angioplasty
Ap 39.5 Angioplasty or Atherectomy of Other Non-Coronary Vessel(s)
Ap 0.61 Percutaneous Angioplasty or Atherectomy of Precerebral (Extracranial) Vessel(s)
Ap 0.66 Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty or Coronary Atherectomy
Excision
Ex 34.59 Other Pleural Excision
Ex 37.32 Heart aneurysm excision
Ex 37.33 Excision or destruction of other lesion or tissue of heart open approach
Ex 37.34 Excision or destruction of lesion or tissue of heart other approach
Repair
Rp 37.4 Heart and Pericardium repair
Rp 37.49 Other repair of heart and pericardium
Rp 35.52 Aneurysm repair NEC
Rp 35.53 Prost Repair ventricular def
Rp 35.57 Rep vess with synthetic patch
Rp 35.62 Graft repair ventric def
Rp 35.71 Atria Septa Def Rep NEC
Rp 35.72 Other and unspecified repair of ventricular septal defect
Rp 35.81 Total repair tetral fallot
Rp 35.82 Total Repair of TAPVC
Resection
Rs 38.34 Aorta Resection and Anast
Rs 38.44 Resection of abdominal aorta with replacement
Rs 38.45 Resection Thorac ves with repl
Non-implantable heart assist systems
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Im 37.62 Insertion of non-implantable heart assist system
Im 37.68 Insertion of percutaneous external heart assist device
Defibrillator
D 37.94 Implant/replace cardiacdefibrillator total
D 89.49 Automatic implantable cardioverter/defibrillator(AICD) check
D 0.5 Implantation of cardiac resynchronization pacemaker without mention of defibrilla-
tor




This appendix is included because the initial simulation approach for testing the ca-
pacity predictions resulted in a biased sampling of points. The results in this appendix
highlight the importance of ensuring the appropriateness of the simulation construction for
the specific problem being modeled.
If patients are sampled from a data set similar to the one used in the length of stay pre-
diction chapter, and each patient i’s current length of stay (LoS) is taken to be ci ∼ U[1, ti],
where ti is the total length of stay for patient i, then the sampling of current length of stay
will result in a bias for the remaining length of stay.
Proof: Let ck be the current LoS of a patient with total length of stay tk. Assume m is the
longest length of stay in the data set. Also, let ni be the number of patients with length of
stay i and n be the total number of patients in the data set.
Let P∗ be the probability determined by simulation.
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Assumeck ∼ U[1, tk]. So,
P∗(ck = j|tk = i) =

1
i if i ≥ j,
0 otherwise.
Using Bayes’ Theorem, we know
P∗(tk = i|ck = j) = P
∗(ck = j|tk = i)P(tk = i)∑m




















But we know P(tk = i|ck = j) = ni∑
l>k nl
.
Thus, P∗(tk = i|ck = j) , P(t j = i|ck = j).




D.1 SGL ANOVA Statistics
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 113.59 18.93 11.12 2.4E-11 2.12
Within Groups 350 596.08 1.70
Total 356 709.66
Table D.1: SGL Discharge volume ANOVA rejects constant volume.
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 61.61 10.27 10.71 2.5E-11 2.11
Within Groups 595 570.24 0.96
Total 601 631.85
Table D.2: SGL Ln(LoS) ANOVA rejects constant Ln(LoS).
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 14.37 2.39 4.71 .0001 2.13
Within Groups 271 137.66 0.51
Total 277 152.03
Table D.3: SGL Level ANOVA rejects constant level.
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Table D.4: Regression Statistics for SGL Model 1.
Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept 0.4818 0.1378 3.50 .0001
Age 0.0078 0.0023 3.40 .0001
S ex -0.0082 0.0688 -0.12 .9050
Level 0.6455 0.0367 17.58 5E-56
Blocks -0.0476 0.0344 -1.38 0.167






Table D.6: Regression Statistics for SGL Model 2.
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Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept 0.7365 0.1673 4.40 .0001
Age 0.0074 0.0023 3.27 0.001
S ex -0.0048 0.0674 -0.07 0.943
Level 0.6062 0.0369 16.41 .0001
Race -0.1356 0.0742 -1.83 0.068
Monday -0.1112 0.1547 -0.72 0.473
Tuesday 0.1156 0.1611 0.72 0.474
Wednesday -0.4615 0.1411 -3.27 0.001
Thursday -0.2887 0.1434 -2.01 0.044
Friday -0.4045 0.1421 -2.85 0.005
S aturday -0.3634 0.1531 -2.37 0.018
Table D.7: Coefficient table for SGL Model 2. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
have significant coefficients. Each is negative, suggesting shortening the length of stay is







Table D.8: Regression Statistics for SGL Model 3.
Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept 0.8685 0.1299 6.69 .0001
aLevel 0.3058 0.0769 3.97 .0001
Arrivals 0.0035 0.0493 0.07 .9433
Blocks 0.5513 0.0933 5.91 .0001




E.1 SCS ANOVA Statistics
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 159.13 26.52 14.01 2.6E-14 2.12
Within Groups 353 668.13 1.89
Total 359 827.26
Table E.1: SCS Volume ANOVA rejects equal volume.
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 14.71 2.45 3.21 0.004 2.11
Within Groups 651 496.48 0.76
Total 657 511.19
Table E.2: SCS Ln(LoS) ANOVA rejects equal Ln(LoS).
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Squares F P-value F critical
Between Groups 6 3.55 0.59 .79 .5742 2.11
Within Groups 271 484.61 0.74
Total 277 488.16
Table E.3: SCS Level ANOVA does not reject constant level.
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Table E.4: Regression Statistics for SCS Model 1.
Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept 0.9938 0.1502 6.62 8E-11
Age -0.0009 0.0177 -0.53 0.60
S ex 0.0754 0.0643 1.17 0.24
Level 0.4409 0.0358 12.31 2E-31
Race -0.1918 0.0683 -2.81 0.005
Blocks 0.1207 0.0347 3.48 0.0005
Table E.5: Coefficient table for SCS Model 1. It appears that level, race, and the number of






Table E.6: Regression Statistics for SCS Model 2.
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Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept 0.9463 0.1815 5.21 3E-7
Age -0.0009 0.0018 -0.49 0.621
S ex 0.0771 0.0647 1.19 0.233
Level 0.4413 0.0358 12.31 2E-31
Race -0.1922 0.0689 -2.79 0.005
Monday 0.4578 0.1517 3.02 0.003
Tuesday 0.3798 0.1504 2.53 0.012
Wednesday 0.2952 0.1500 1.97 0.050
Thursday 0.3638 0.1551 2.35 0.019
Friday 0.1932 0.1502 1.29 0.199
S aturday 0.0755 0.1729 0.44 0.663
Table E.7: Coefficient table for SCS Model 2. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday






Table E.8: Regression Statistics for SCS Model 3.
Coefficients Standard Error t stat P-value
Intercept -0.0578 0.1381 -0.42 .6760
aLevel 0.6574 0.0610 10.78 1E-23
Arrivals 0.1790 0.0523 3.43 .0007
Blocks 0.2720 0.0696 3.91 .0001




This appendix contains the integer program based on the data provided by UMMC.
Because some of the data was fractional we needed to scale the parameters in the IP for-
mulation. Each ni in equations (F.2a-c) was multiplied by 10 to ensure integrality of the
bi j. In equation (F.3), nOR was multiplied by 10 to scale with the ni. The λis were multiplied
by 100 in equations (F.4a-e) to ensure the integrality of the ICU+j and ICU
−
j . There are an
average of 1.25 ICU admissions per block of Group 3 OR time, so the scaling results in a
λ3 of 125. Likewise, λ2 is 150 because of the scaling. In equations (F.5a-c) the Mini and
Maxi are multiplied by 10 to scale with the ni. The other consideration is the effect of the
weekend on the patient flow.
Our IP model takes the average ICU length of stay for each group to be the ICU length
of stay for each patient in that group. Therefore, in our model, the effects of the weekend
are not felt after Tuesday (the ICU length of stay for Group two was one day and for Group
3 was two days). Because the hospital has very few surgeries on the weekend, not many
of the patients discharged from the ICU on Saturday or Sunday are replaced with new pa-
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tients. Equations (F.4a) and (F.4b) represent Monday and Tuesday, respectively, and take
into account these empty beds. Most of the Group 2 patients from Friday and the Group
3 patients from Thursday and Friday have been or are ready to be discharged by Monday.
So, these beds have become available for the Monday block schedule. Though relatively
small in number, some surgical patients arrive over the weekend. To account for the small
number of weekend arrivals, we add 375 (this is from the minimum demand for group three
block time, three Group 3 blocks are required each day with 1.25 patients per block on av-
erage scaled by 100 to match the λis) to the other arrivals and discharges in equation (F.4a).
The 3.75 patients that arrived on Sunday will not be discharged until Tuesday. The -375








b1 j = 111 (F.2a)
5∑
j=1
b2 j = 306 (F.2b)
5∑
j=1
b3 j = 332 (F.2c)
b1 j + b2 j + b3 j ≤ 160 j = 1, ..., 5 (F.3)
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150b21 + 125b31 + 375 − 150b25 − 125b34 − 125b35 + ICU−1 − ICU+1 = 0 (F.4a)
150b22 + 125b32 − 150b21 − 375 + ICU−2 − ICU+2 = 0 (F.4b)
150b23 + 125b33 − 150b22 − 125b31 + ICU−3 − ICU+3 = 0 (F.4c)
150b24 + 125b34 − 150b23 − 125b32 + ICU−4 − ICU+4 = 0 (F.4d)
150b25 + 125b35 − 150b24 − 125b33 + ICU−5 − ICU+5 = 0 (F.4e)
10 ≤ b1 j ≤ 50 j = 1, ..., 5 (F.5a)
20 ≤ b2 j ≤ 130 j = 1, ..., 5 (F.5b)
30 ≤ b3 j ≤ 150 j = 1, ..., 5 (F.5c)
ICU−j , ICU
+
j , bi j ≥ 0 and integer i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, ..., 5. (F.6)
Service Line Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total
Group 1 1.0 1.0 3.1 5.0 1.0 11.1
Group 2 5.8 12.0 7.1 3.7 2.0 30.6
Group 3 9.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 13.0 31.2
Total 16.0 16.0 13.2 11.7 16.0 72.9
Table F.1: The optimal solution to the integer program.
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